
Introduction

The simultaneous onset of climate change and the peak ing of

global o il supply represent unprecedented cha llenges for human

civilisation.

Global o il peak has the potentia l to  shake if not destroy the

foundations of globa l industria l economy and culture. C limate

change has the potentia l to rearrange the biosphere more

radica lly than the last ice  age. Each lim its the e ffective options for

responses to the other.

The strategies for m itigating the adverse e ffects and/or adapting to the  consequences of

C limate Change have mostly been considered and discussed in iso lation from  those re levant

to Peak O il. While  awareness of Peak O il, or at least energy crisis, is increasing,

understanding of how these two problems m ight interact to generate  quite  different futures,

is still a t an early state.

FutureScenarios.org presents an integrated approach to understanding the potentia l

interaction between C limate Change and Peak O il using a scenario planning mode l. In the

process I introduce permaculture  as a design system  specifica lly evolved over the last 30

years to creative ly respond to futures that involve progressive ly less and less ava ilable

energy.

– David Holmgren, co-originator of the permaculture  concept. May 2008
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Sunset in Cuba silhouetting powerlines and oilfired power station smokestack in a country still recovering from
thefuel and electricity shortages

Click photos on this site for larger versions and descriptions.

How to use this site 

This site  is arranged as a long essay broken into m icro-chapters. Idea lly you'd read it in

order, navigating via  the le ft hand menu. If you'd prefer to read the content in book form , it

is now available , see be low.

The ga llery conta ins extensive photographs and commentary which illustrate  various aspects

of the four energy descent scenarios.

P lease leave your comments in the  guestbook .

 

[News 15 Dec 10] The book of Future Scenarios: How Communities can adapt to Peak Oil and

Climate Change is now available  in Japanese, from  the Book Sniper website , at

http://www.book-sniper.net/book/product/3359256. (English version still ava ilable  from  the

Publications page  of the Holmgren Design Services website .)

[News 26 Oct 10] David Holmgren's much requested Future Scenarios presentation is

now available  for download from  the Writings page of the Holmgren Design Services website .

David runs ha lf day and full day Future Scenarios workshops for councils, community groups

and others, by request.

[News 1 Sep 10] A new essay by David entitled "Money vs Fossil Energy: the battle for

control of the world" is ava ilable  for download from  the  Holmgren Design Services website .

Excerpts from  the  essay are a lso published on the Energy Bulle tin site . This essay brings

fresh insights for empowering environmenta l and socia l activism  in an age of climate

change, peak o il and econom ic cris is.

[Review 18 May 09] "Fossil fue ls can’t last forever. A new book plans for a  world without

them ." In These Times has published a thoughtful review by Mike Lynn.

[Review 20 Apr 09] John-Paul Flintoff has written an exce llent review of Future Scenarios for the

Times Online.  Read here . 

 [News 21 Mar 09] Future Scenarios: How Communities can adapt to Peak Oil and

Climate Change, a  book version o f the content on this website  with a  new

foreword is now available  through Che lsea Green in the US and is soon to be

re leased by Green Books in the UK.  Austra lian customers will be  able  to buy

the title  shortly through the Holmgren Design Services website .

[News 13 Aug 08] A two hour interview with David by Jason Bradford on the

future  scenarios is now available  in two parts at Globa l Public Media: part one

| part two. 

[Site updates 13 Aug 08] A new page explores how one scenario is like ly to lead to another in
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Archaeology  records a series of civ ilisations
that rose and fell as they  depleted their

bioregional resource base.

As industrialisation spread oil quickly  surpassed
coal as the most valuable energy  source, and
accelerated the jump in human population.

a stepwise transition. Due to a ll the new pages, we 've split off Reactions to  the Scenarios

into a new section.

[Major update 31 Jul 08] The site  now has five  new pages in the Descent Scenarios section,

including much content which was le ft out inadvertently from  the origina l version of the site .

Also a new menu item  on the top right 'print' a llows you to read and print the entire  main

content of the site .

Next Page: 1.1 The energetic foundations of human history

Last Updated ( Wednesday, 16 February 2011 )

 

The Energetic Foundations of Human History

The broad processes of human history can be understood using an ecologica l framework that

recognises primary energy sources as the strongest factors determ ining the genera l structure

of human econom y, politics and culture. The transition from  a hunter-gatherer way of life  to

that of settled agriculture  made possible  the expansion of human num bers, denser

settlement patterns and surplus resources. Those surplus resources were the foundations for

what we ca ll civilisation including the  deve lopment of m ore advanced technologies, cities,

socia l class structures, standing arm ies and written language. Archaeology records a series of

civilisations that rose and fe ll as they depleted the ir bioregional resource base. Lower density

simple  agrarian and hunter-gatherer

cultures took over the territory of

collapsed civilisations and a llowed the

resources of forests, so ils and water

to regenerate. That in turn, gave rise  to new cycles o f growth in cultura l complex ity.

In the European renaissance, the m edieva l systems that evolved from  the remnants of the

Roman empire  were re infused with knowledge and culture  from  the Islam ic and Asian

civilisations and grew into competing nation states. A combination of the demands of

interna l growth and warfare  between nations a lmost exhausted the carrying capacity of

Europe. As this ecologica l crisis deepened in the 14th and 15th centuries, European

exploration in search of new resources carried the “diseases of crowding” around the world.

In the Americas up to 90 percent o f many populations died, leaving vast resources to

plunder. Starting with the repatriation of precious meta ls and seeds of va luable  crop plants

such as corn and potatoes, European nations soon m oved on to building empires powered

by slavery that a llowed them  to explo it and colonise  the new lands well stocked with timber,

animals and fertile  so ils, a ll re juvenating in the wake of the collapse o f indigenous

populations.

European population, culture

(especia lly capita lism ) and technology

grew strong enough to then tap vast

stocks of nove l energy that were
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The history  of the 20thcentury  makes more
sense when interpreted primarily  as the struggle

for control of oil rather than the clash of
ideologies.

The final phase in the fossil fuel saga is play ing
out now as the transition from oil to natural gas
and lower quality  oil resources accelerates.

use less to previous simpler socie ties. European coa l fue lled the Industria l Revolution while

food and other basic commodities from  colonies he lped solve the lim its to food production in

Europe. As industria lisation spread in North America and later in Russia , o il quick ly surpassed

coal as the most va luable  energy source, and acce le rated the jump in human population

from  1 billion in 1800 to 2 billion in 1930 and now over 6 billion in one  life time. This massive

growth in human carrying capacity has been made possible  by the consumption of vast

stocks of non-renewable  resources (in addition to expanding demand on the renewable

bio logica l resources of the planet). Rapid rates of urbanisation and m igration, technology

change, increasing affluence and disparity of wealth as we ll as unprecedented conflicts

between globa l and regional powers have accompanied this transition. The history of the

20thcentury makes m ore sense when

interpreted primarily as the struggle

for contro l of o il ra ther than the clash

of ideologies.1 In emphasising the

primacy of energy resources I am  not

saying that the great struggles between ideologies have not been important in shaping

history, especia lly Capita lism  and Socia lism . But most teaching and understanding of history

under-estimates the importance of energetic, ecologica l and econom ic factors.

The fact that conflict has increased as ava ilable  resources have expanded is hard to expla in
using conventiona l think ing. One way to understand this is using o lder m ora l concepts about
more power leading to greater mora l degradation. Another equally useful way to understand
this is using ecologica l think ing. When resources are  m inimal and very diffuse, energy spent
by one human group, tribe  or nation to capture those resources can be greater than what is
ga ined. As resources become more  concentrated (by gra in agriculture  and more dramatica lly
by tapping fossil fue ls), the resources captured through diplomacy, trade and even war are
often much greater than the e ffort expended.

The fina l phase in the fossil fue l saga

is playing out now as the transition

from  oil to natura l gas and lower

quality o il resources acce lerates, with

massive new infrastructure deve lopm ents around the world as we ll as increasing tension and

active  conflicts over resources. We can only hope that nations and hum anity as a whole

learns quick ly that using resources to capture resources will yie ld less return and incur

esca lating costs and risks in a world of depleting and diffuse energy.

Next page: 1.2 The Next Energy Transition

Last Updated ( Thursday, 12 June 2008 )

 

The Next Energy Transition

Quite  early in the  explo itation of fossil resources the  debate began about what happens

after the ir exhaustion, but it has remained mostly academ ic. The post WWII period of

susta ined growth, a ffluence and freedom  from  the adverse e ffects of war had the e ffect of
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entrenching the fa ith2 in human power and the inexorable  arrow of progress that would lead

to more of whatever we desired. Consideration of externa l lim its or cultura l constra ints on

individua listic a ffluence remained at the fringe. Throughout most of the  20th century, a  range

of energy sources (from  nuclear to solar) have been proposed as providing the next “free”

energy source that will replace fossil fue ls3.

In so ca lled deve loping countries, the power of the dom inant globa list culture  both as a

model to emulate  and a mode of explo itation to resist, preoccupied m ost thinkers, leaders

and activists. The  key issue was how to get a  share o f the cake, not the lim its to the size  of

the cake.

But the super acce lerated growth in energy per person of the post WWII era came to an end

with the energy crisis of 1973, when OPEC countries m oved to exert the ir power through o il

supply and price . The publication of the sem inal Limits To Growth report in 1972 had defined

the problem  and the consequences by mode lling how a range of lim its would constra in

industria l socie ty in the early 21st century. After the  second oil shock  in 1979 the debate

about the next energy transition intensified, but by 1983 a series of factors pushed energy

supply off the agenda. Econom ic contraction not seen since the Depression of the 1930’s

had reduced dem and and consequently prices for energy and natura l resources. In affluent

countries conversion from  oil to gas and nuclear for e lectricity generation reduced demand

for o il. Energy e fficiency ga ins in vehicles and industry further reduced demand. Most

importantly, the new super giant o il fie lds in the North Sea and Alaska reduced Western

dependence on OPEC and depressed the price  of o il. All other primary commodity prices

fo llowed the downward trend set by o il because cheap energy could be  used to substitute  for

other needed com modities.4

The econom ies of the affluent countries were further boosted by two im portant changes. The

shift from  Keynesian to Friedmanite  free market econom ic policies reduced regulatory

impediments to business and enlisted public wealth for new private  profits. At the same

time, the Third World debt crisis in deve loping countries triggered by co llapsing commodity

prices didn’t slow the flow of interest repayments into  the coffers of western banks. In line

with the new free market ideology, Structura l Adjustm ent Packages from  the IMF and World

Bank provided more loans (and debt) on the condition that deve loping countries slash

education, hea lth and other public services, to conserve funds for repayments.

The scientific consensus about Global Warm ing in the  late  80’s and early 90’s renewed the

focus on reducing fossil fue l use. Not to conserve resources, which were  wide ly thought to  be

abundant, but to reduce carbon diox ide additions to the atmosphere. But with energy prices

low due to a glut of o il, the main action was an acce leration in the shift to gas as a cheap

and re lative ly “clean” fue l.

Half a  century earlie r in 1956, the startling predictions by em inent petro leum  geologist M.

King Hubbert that o il production in the USA, the world’s largest producer, would peak in 1970,

had a lmost destroyed Hubbert’s career and reputation.  Ironica lly the controversy within the

oil industry over Hubbert’s methodology and predictions was not known the authors of the

Lim its To Growth Report and was not part of the 1970’s public debate over lim its of
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resources.  It was nearly a decade, at the depth of the greatest econom ic recession since the

1930’s, before  the  industry would acknowledge that the 48 lower states of the US had in fact

peaked and declined despite  the greatest drilling program  in history.  Hubbert has a lso

made a more approx imate estimate  of a  global peak early in the 21st century.

In the m id 1990’s the work  of independent and retire  petro leum  geologists who were

colleagues of Hubbert reviewed his origina l predictions using new inform ation and evidence,

triggering the debate about peak o il that grew and spread a long with the internet in the  last

years of the m illennium .  But with the cost of o il as low as $10/barre l, the gurus of

econom ics and o il supply quoted in the mainstream  media thought that o il was on the way

to becom ing worthless and redundant through glut and technologica l advances. The

de lusions of cheap energy were widespread.  Ironica lly, many environm enta lists concerned

about the mounting evidence of, and inaction of governments about climate change, put

the ir fa ith in the “hydrogen econom y” powered by clean renewable  technologies to save us

from  polluting the  planet to death.

 

Freeway in Raileigh, North Carolina at peak hour, 2005. The classic symbol of automobile dependence in the
USA where personal mobility in private automotives consumes about 60% of total oil production and imports.

 

While  energy and consequently food costs in affluent countries remained the lowest in

human history, the evidence for energy descent rather than ascent made little  impact,

outside the counterculture.  Since 2004 the rising cost of energy, and now food, is focusing

the attention of leaders and the masses to the questions of susta inability not seen since the

energy crises of the 1970's.

The research, activism  and awareness of energy and climate issues provide a context for the

growing debate about the ecologica l, econom ic and socia l susta inability of everything from

agriculture  to hum an settlement patterns and even fundamenta l human va lues and be lie fs.

There is a  huge body of evidence that the next energy transition will not fo llow the patte rn of

recent centuries to  more concentrated and powerful sources.

But the like lihood that this transition will be to one of less energy is such an anathema to
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the psycho-socia l foundations and power e lites of modern societies that it is constantly

m isinterpreted, ignored, covered up or derided. Instead we see geopolitica l maneuvering

around energy resources, including proxy and rea l wars to contro l dwindling reserves and

policy gymnastics to somehow make reducing carbon em issions, the new engine of econom ic

growth.

Next page: 2. Energy Futures   

Last Updated ( Tuesday, 12 August 2008 )

 

Energy Futures

There is still much debate about the  basic nature of the current energy transition, driven

most notably by climate change and peak o il.5 Most of that debate focuses on the

immediate  future  of the next few decades, though I think  it is essentia l to first see these

changes on a larger tempora l sca le  of centuries if not m illennia. I have set the scene by

characterising the  debate about the  future  as primarily one about whether energy ava ilable

to human system s will rise  or fa ll. These are outlined in the next section, Four Energy

Futures.

Next page: 2.1 Four Energy Futures  

Last Updated ( Thursday, 12 June 2008 )

 

Four Energy Futures
Four broad energy scenarios provide  a framework for considering the wide spectrum  of

cultura lly imagined, and ecologica lly like ly, futures over the next century or more.

I've  labe led these:

Techno-explosion,

Techno-stability,

Energy Descent and

Collapse
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Four Energy Futures

Techno-explosion depends on new, large and concentrated energy sources that will a llow the

continual growth in materia l wealth and human power over environmenta l constra ints, as we ll

as population growth. This scenario  is genera lly associated with space trave l to co lonise  other

planets. 

Techno-stability depends on a seam less conversion from  materia l growth based on

depleting energy, to a steady state  in consumption o f resources and population (if not

econom ic activity), a ll based on nove l use of renewable  energies and technologies that can

mainta in if not im prove the quality of services ava ilable  from  current systems. While  this

clearly involves m assive change in a lmost a ll aspects of society, the im plication is that once

susta inable  systems are set in place, a  steady state  susta inable  society with much less

change will preva il. Photovolta ic technology directly capturing solar energy is a  suitable  icon

or symbol of this scenario.

Energy Descent involves a reduction of econom ic activity, complex ity and population in some

way as fossil fue ls are  depleted. The increasing re liance on renewable  resources of lower

energy density will, over time, change the structure o f socie ty to re flect many of the basic

design rules, if not deta ils, of pre-industria l societies. This suggests a rura lisation of

settlement and economy, with less consumption of energy and resources and a progressive

decline in human populations. Bio logica l resources and the ir susta inable  management will

become progressive ly more important as fossil fue ls and technologica l power declines. In

many regions, forests will rega in the ir traditiona l status as symbols of wealth. Thus the tree

is a  suitable  icon of this scenario. Energy Descent (like  Techno-explosion) is a  scenario

dom inated by change, but that change m ight not be continuous or gradual. Instead it could
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This belief in perpetual growth has surv ived the
scorn of mathematicians explaining how

constant exponential growth even at low rates
leads to explosion, literally .

be characterised by a series of steady states punctuated by crises (or m ini co llapses) that

destroy some aspects of Industria l culture.

Collapse6 suggests a fa ilure  of the whole  range of interlocked systems that mainta in and

support industria l socie ty, as high quality fossil fue ls are  depleted and/or climate change

radica lly damages the ecologica l support systems. This co llapse would be fast and more  or

less continuous without the restabilisations possible  in Energy Descent. It would inevitab ly

involve a major “die-off” of human population and a loss of the knowledge and

infrastructure necessary for industria l civilization, if not more severe scenarios including

human extinction a long with much of the planet's biodiversity.

Next page: 2.2 Views of the Future 

Last Updated ( Thursday, 26 June 2008 )

 

Views of the Future

The views of academ ics and commentators about the  future  are  coloured by the ir be lie fs

about the degree  to which human systems are  the product of our innate “brilliance” that is

independent from  nature ’s constra ints, or a lternative ly, beholden to biophysica l determ inistic

forces. Those with plans and actions to shape the future (especia lly current power e lites)

tend to focus on scenarios where they see options for e ffective influence.  

Over the last 60 years we have seen substantia l achievements as we ll as many dreams and

prom ises towards the Techno Explosion future that m ight free us from  the constra ints of

energetic laws or at least those of a  finite  planet. This be lie f in perpetua l growth has

survived the scorn of mathematicians expla ining how constant exponentia l growth even at

low rates leads to  explosion, litera lly.

The term  “negative growth” used by

econom ists to describe econom ic

contraction shows that anything other

than growth is unthinkable . The

dream  of infinite  growth from  free energy and colonis ing space have not been rea lised7

despite  the nove l and substantia l contributions of computers and information technology

towards this goal.
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Being more transparent about our assumptions
becomes essential in times of turbulent change
and historical transition.

Mainstream approaches to sustainability
assume that the Techno Stability long term

future is inev itable.

 Brasilia, capital of Brasil. Modernist hotel reflective of the rapid growth of the Brasilian economy as one of the
emerging  "energy super powers".  Click image for more commentary.

The unstated assumptions of “business as usual”

At a more pragmatic and immediate  sca le , the reasons for the fa ith in future  growth are

rare ly articulated but can be summ arized by a few common assumptions that seem  to lie

behind most public documents and discussion of the  future. These do not represent specific

or even recognised views of particular academ ics, corporate  leaders or politicians but more

society wide assum ptions that are  genera lly le ft unstated.

Global extraction rates of important non-renewable  commodities will continue to rise .

There will be no peaks and declines other than through high energy substitution such

as the historica l transitions from  wood to coa l and from  coa l to o il.

Econom ic activity, globalisation and increases in technologica l complex ity will continue

to grow.

The geopolitica l order that established the USA as the  dom inant superpower may

evolve and change but will not be subject to any precipitous co llapse such as happened

to the Soviet Union.

C limate change will be  margina l or slow in its impacts on human system s, such that

adaption will not necessitate  changes in the basic organisation of society.

Household and community econom ies and socia l capacity8 will continue to shrink  in

both the ir scope and importance to socie ty.

All of these assum ptions are  based

on projections of past trends

extending back over a human life time

and drawing more  broadly on patterns

that can be traced to the origins of industria l civilization and capita lism  in Europe hundreds

of years ago. Sim ply exposing these assumptions m akes it clear how weak the foundations

are for any planned response to the  issue of energy transitions. Be ing more transparent

about our assumptions becomes essentia l in times o f turbulent change  and historica l

transition if our a im  is to empower personal and com munity action.

Since the environm enta l awareness

and energy crises of the 1970s, we

have had a para lle l stream  of

think ing and modest achievements

towards the Techno Stability future  that, in theory, is compatible  with the lim its of a  finite

planet. The principles and strategies of mainstream  approaches to susta inability assume

that the Techno Stability long term  future is inevitable  in som e form , even if we  go through

some crises a long the way. The focus is on how to make that transition from  growth based

on fossil energies to a steady state  based on large ly nove l renewable  sources.
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Hydrogen powered fuel cell buses at the World Expo in Aichi Japan 2005. Click image for more commentary.

The tricky issue o f dependence of the financia l systems on continuous econom ic growth has

been large ly ignored or side-stepped by the assumption that the economy maybe able  to

keep growing without using more and more materia ls and energy. The  explosion of

econom ic activity based on financia l services and information technology in the dom inant

econom ies during the early 90’s gave some credibility to this concept o f the “we ightless

economy”, a lthough it is now clear that globalisation simply shifted the consumption of

resources to other countries to support this growth in the service  econom ies.

The next section applies insights from systems thinking to reflect on the relationship between

innovation, human capital and fossil fuels.

Next page: 2.2.1 Human Capita l

Last Updated ( Thursday, 14 August 2008 )

 

Human capital
Much fa ith in both growth and steady state  scenarios rests on the observation that human

ingenuity, technology, markets and socia l capita l are  at least as important in shaping history

as raw energy and resources. The stunning power and spread of computers and information

technology into a ll sectors of industria l society is seen as much a product of human capita l

as it is of natura l capita l. The rise  o f the service  economy prom ised continued econom ic

growth without using more energy and materia ls. But these service  econom ies and the

human capita l that he lped create them  were themse lves created through the flows of energy

and resources. For example, mass education, and especia lly mass tertiary education, is a

very expensive investment in technica l capacity and socia l capita l that has been possible

because of econom ic wealth from  the extraction of cheap fossil energy and non-renewable

resources. 

 

Mass education has been possible because of the
extraction of cheap fossil energy .

 

In pre-industria l socie ties it was not possible  to have so many potentia l workers outside the

productive  econom ies of agriculture  and manufacturing, or to build the educational
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infrastructure necessary for mass education. Human capita l, in the form  of mass education,

the media, democracy and other characteristics of industria l culture  has greatly expanded

the apparent power of human rather than ecologica l factors in determ ining our future. While

these new forms of wealth are  clearly important, they are  in rea lity “stores” of high quality

embodied fossil energy. Like more materia l forms of wealth, they depreciate  over time and

must be used and renewed to remain useful. 

 

Much of the technologica l and econom ic innovation s ince the o il shocks of the 1970’s can be

attributed to socie ty’s capacity to draw on this human capita l and, by further cycles of

re investment, further build human capita l. Severa l factors suggest the continuous growth in

human capita l and capacity is an illusion. 

 

Firstly, much of this growth is in form s that are  increasingly dysfunctiona l. For example  the

increasingly sedentary lifestyle  created by the computer and other innovation is requiring

esca lating expenditure  in the hea lth care  system  and in the health and fitness industry to

compensate for lifestyles that are  incompatible  with human bio logy. 

 

Secondly, much of the econom ic growth since the energy crises of the  1970’s has come

through econom ica l rationa list policies such as privatisation. Many academ ics and socia l

commentators have identified how much of the apparent econom ic growth has come at the

cost of decline  in many socia l indica tors of we ll-be ing. We can think  of this growth as be ing

driven as much from  m ining (rather than mainta ining) socia l capita l as it has from  m ining

the earth. For example, the privatisation of many e lectricity and other utilities has resulted in

the loss of deta iled knowledge about the maintenance  of infrastructure, while  maintenance

budgets have been cut to the bone.  Gains in productivity and e fficiency have been achieved

at the cost of resilience and long te rm  capacity.

 

One of the characteristics of a  robust, enduring and m ature civilization is the capacity to

consider the longer term , a im  for desirable  but achievable  futures, but have fa ll-back

strategies and insurance policies to  deal with surprise  and uncerta inty.  Given the globa lised

nature of culture, knowledge and wealth, our industria l civilisation should have been able  to

devote resources to serious redesign strategies at the  technologica l, infrastructura l,

organisationa l, cultura l and persona l leve ls which are able  to respond to  the potentia ls of a ll

four long term  scenarios.  Instead we see remarkably short term  behaviour and a cava lie r

disregard of the fate  of future generations. While  this is often expla ined as "human nature"

of fa llible  individua ls, this explanation should not apply to institutions such as corporations

let a lone governm ents. History and systems theory suggest that powerful and long lived

human institutions should embody longer term  cultura l wisdom  and capacity. 

We can interpret the short sighted nature of information and decision m ak ing in our largest

organisationa l structures as one of the many signs o f cultura l decay, re flecting the fact that

our stocks of hum an capita l may be  declining just as our stock  of natura l capita l is. Applying

the concept of resource depletion to  that of socia l capita l in both affluent and poor countries

over the last 40 years is more than metaphorica l. This depletion suggests these less

materia l forms of wealth may be subject to the same laws of energy and entropy that govern
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Several factors lead to people jumping to the
conclusion that the Collapse scenario is

inev itable without thinking about the
possibilities of Descent.

the natura l capita l of the earth, a ir and water.9

19th century castle in Czech village of Buzov with waste straw from cropping field in foreground. Click image
for more commentary.

Consequently, we  should be skeptica l of the notion that innovation in technology and

organisation is a  continuously expanding human resource that we can re ly on to solve ever

more complex cha llenges. This is not to say that given the right conditions humanity cannot

rise  to the energy transition cha llenge we face. However the conditions that could harness

that human capacity are  unlike ly to  include the continuation of endless econom ic growth,

maintenance of current world power structures and the  idolising of consumption. A smooth

conversion to a steady state  economy running on renewable  energy without massive

geopolitica l and econom ic crises is unlike ly. In fact an increasing number of commentators

recognise that we are a lready in the  crisis that has been unfo lding since  the turn of the

m illennium .

 

The next section considers the likelihood of collapse. 

Next page: 2.2.2 Collapse   

Last Updated ( Thursday, 14 August 2008 )

 

Collapse

For a m inority of inte llectua ls and ordinary citizens, unimpressed by the like lihood of Techno

Explosion or Techno Stability, the logica l future  seems to be som e k ind crisis leading to

implosion and the  collapse of civilisation. The o ld adage “what goes up must come down”

still has some truth but severa l factors lead to people  jumping to the conclusion that the

Collapse scenario is inevitable  without think ing about the possibilities of Descent.

Firstly there is a  long tradition of

m illennia lism  in Judeo-Christian

culture  which periodica lly leads to

predictions of the  “end of the world as

we know it” based on the idea that
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Ironically  the point of the “boy  who cried wolf”
fable is that the threat of the wolf is real but that
no one takes any  notice because of past false
alarms. 

There is substantial ev idence that current, let
alone projected human populations cannot be

sustained without fossil fuels.

...but the best documented historical case, that
of the Roman empire, suggests a more gradual

our current world is fundamenta lly flawed in some way. The simplicity and mostly incorrect

nature of these past predictions suggest caution when considering current predictions of

doom . The fable  of the “boy who cried wolf” is sometimes cited to suggest current concerns

are a lso fa lse  a la rms. But this history a lso has the e ffect of inoculating society aga inst

considering the evidence. Exposure to a small dose of m illennia lism  leads to resistance to

the e ffects of larger doses. Ironica lly, the point of the fable  is that the  threat of the wolf is

rea l but that no one takes any notice  because of past fa lse  a larms.

Another factor re inforcing this

tendency of some to be lieve in

Collapse is the rapid rate  of recent

cultura l change and the very short

term  perspective  of modern people

despite  the huge increase in knowledge about the distant past.  Life  in cities and suburbs,

surrounded by technology and susta ined by re liable  income and debt is "normal" for many

people  in affluent counties, even though these features only emerged in the latter ha lf o f

the 20th century. If future  change were to sweep away this way of life , many people  would

see this as “the end of civilisation” even if these changes were quite  m odest from  an

historica l perspective. For example, a  return to the conditions of the Great Depression is

clearly not "the end of civilisation"  but the idea that any downturn from  the current peak of

affluence represents  "the end of civilisation", is quite  wide ly assumed. Perhaps this re flects

the egocentric nature of modern menta lity where we consider our own surviva l and well be ing

as be ing more im portant than was perhaps fe lt by past generations. It may a lso be

interpreted as an intuitive  recognition that this peak of a ffluence, like  peak o il, is a

fundamenta l turning point that will break the illusion of the, more or less, continuous arrow

of growth and progress into the distant future. 

The concept of overshoot in animal

carrying capacity has been used by

population ecologists to mode l past

and potentia l future co llapses in

human populations.10 There is substantia l evidence that current, le t a lone projected human

populations cannot be susta ined without fossil fue ls. Historica l evidence  from  the Black

Death and other pandem ics show that socie ties can survive significant die-off in human

numbers even if they do go through great setbacks and changes as a  result. Because

human systems are now global in scope and integration, the more lim ited regional co llapse

of econom ies and civilisations in the  past is not necessarily a  mode l of the sca le , intensity

and like ly recovery from  any global co llapse. Also these societies were less complex with less

specia lisation of critica l functions. It is possible  that loss of critica l num bers of engineers,

technologists, medica l specia lists or even large sca le  farmers in a pandem ic could cause

modern industria l socie ty to co llapse very rapidly.

The consideration of co llapse has

been strongly influenced by some

ecologica l historians such as Catton,
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and less complete decline process. Diamond and Ta inter. While  Catton

emphasises the concept of overshoot

leading to severe  collapse, Diamond emphasises the  aspect of socie ta l myopia leading to

unnecessary co llapse. Ta inter provides a system ic view of how fa ilure  o f energy capture

strategies leads to decline  in complex ity that can play out over centuries. In turn, the

conditions for ordinary people  may actua lly improve when the resources devoted mainta ining

societa l complex ity are  freed for meeting more basic needs. While  a ll these perspectives

and understanding are useful, I think  the a ll-encompassing use of the  term  collapse is too

broad a definition and inconsistent with our normal understanding of the term  as a rapid and

complete  process. Historica l examples of re lative ly complete  and/or sudden civilisationa l

collapse from  the  Minoans in the eastern Mediterranean to Mayans in Mex ico are  potentia l

models for what could happen to globa l industria l civilisation. The best documented historica l

case, that of the Roman empire  and Greco-Roman civilisation more broadly, suggests a

more gradual and less complete  decline  process.

Ruins from the massive earthquake that devastated Valdivia Chile in 1960 now a wetland conservation zone.
Click image for more commentary

I don’t want to underplay the possibility of a  tota l and re lative ly fast globa l co llapse of

complex societies that we recognise  as civilisation. I think  this is a  substantia l risk  but the

tota l co llapse scenario tends to lead to fata listic acceptance or a lternative ly, na ïve notions of

individua l or fam ily surviva list preparations. Sim ilarly, the Collapse scenario is so shock ing

that it re inforces the re jection by the majority of even think ing about the future, thus

increasing the like lihood of very severe energy descent, if not tota l co llapse. Perhaps a

majority of people  think  civilisationa l co llapse is inevitable  but think  or hope that it won’t

happen in the ir life time. A more rea listic assessment of the possibilities and adaptive

responses to the Collapse long term  scenario is only possible  after a deep and nuanced

understanding of the diverse possibilities and like lihoods of the Energy Descent long term

scenario.

Next page: 2.2.3 Energy Descent; The Ignored Scenario  

Last Updated ( Wednesday, 13 August 2008 )
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Energy Descent: The Ignored Scenario

Public discussion of energy descent is genera lly seen as unrea listic, de featist and politica lly

counterproductive  a lthough many activists promoting susta inability stra tegies private ly

acknowledge that energy descent m aybe inevitable . I want to expand the systems approach

to future  energy transitions by focusing on the most ignored of the long term  scenarios for

the fo llowing reasons.

We do not have to be lieve that a particular scenario is like ly before  m ak ing serious

preparations. For example most people  have fire  insurance on the ir homes, not

because they expect the ir primary asset to be destroyed by fire  but because they

recognise the severity of this unlike ly event. Sim ilarly, energy descent scenarios,  by

the ir very nature, require  more fore thought and proactive planning than energy growth

or steady state  scenarios (to avert catastrophic consequences) .

The rapidly accum ulating evidence on both climate change and peak ing of world o il

supply, to name the two most important factors, makes some sort of energy descent

increasingly like ly despite  the deep structura l and psychologica l denia l of this evidence.

The like lihood that permaculture  principles and strategies (not necessarily by that

name) could inform  societa l-wide redesign and re-organisation in an energy descent

future. Since this scenario is the one in which permaculture  is natura lly at the fore , it is

logica l for those comm itted to perm aculture  to think  m ore deeply about energy

descent.11

Amish horse cart outside of SUV's in auto sales lot, Railegh North Carolina. 2005. A model for energy descent in
more ways than the obvious. The Amish driver is likely to be a farmer, a symbol of the greater number of people
who will be involved in food production both domestically and commercially in a future of less energy; in ironic
contrast to the Burger King take away food sign in the background

Ecologica l mode ling suggests an energy descent path that could play out over a sim ilar time

frame to the industria l ascent era o f 250 years. Historica l evidence suggests a descent

process that could involve a series o f crises that provide stepwise transitions between

consolidation and stabilisation phases that could be m ore or less stable  for decades before

another crisis triggers another fa ll and then another restabilisation.12

There is a desperate need to recast energy
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descent as a positive process that can free
people from the strictures and dy sfunctions of
growth economics and consumer culture.

There is a  desperate  need to recast energy descent as a positive  process that can free

people  from  the strictures and dysfunctions of growth econom ics and consumer culture. This

is now apparent to  many people  around the world13 and is far more fundamenta l than a

public re lations campaign to pa int a  black  sky blue. It is a  necessary process to provide a

sense of hope and connection to fundamenta l human va lues expressed by every traditiona l

culture  throughout human history; that the pursuit o f materia lism  is a  fa lse  god.

One of the positive  aspects of energy descent that is often overlooked is that it is a  culture

of continuous and nove l change over many human generations. Ironica lly the growth culture

of the previous severa l hundred years provides us with some conceptual and cultura l

experience at dea ling with change that traditiona l peoples in more stable  societies lacked.

We are now fam iliar with continuous change, that we must do something different to our

parent’s generation and that our children must do something different again. This may

seem  a small bright spot when considering the cha llenges of energy descent but it is a  rea l

asset that we must harness if we are to dea l with energy descent in the  most graceful way

possible .14

The next section explores the relevance of permaculture design systems to an era of energy

descent. 

Next page: 2.2.4 Permaculture

Last Updated ( Wednesday, 13 August 2008 )

 

Permaculture

Serious and thoughtful responses to  energy descent futures over the last 30 years (from

both socio logica l and ecologica l perspectives)15 have rece ived lim ited attention academ ica lly. 

In affluent countries, movements advocating low energy lifestyles, such as permaculture,

have contributed mostly to action and changes at the  fringes of society. Permaculture  has

been stress tested in poor countries and in crisis situations, and as fossil fue l depletion hits

leve ls of a ffluence  globally, its re levance will like ly increase radica lly.

Permaculture  was one of the environmenta l design concepts to emerge from  the 1970’s

debate over energy and resource ava ilability and was founded on the assumption that the

next energy transition would involve  the re-emergence of bio logica l systems as centra l to

econom ics and society. The vision that informed perm aculture  design, teaching and action

saw re loca lised food and renewable  energy production, revita lised household and comm unity

econom ies and bioregional politica l structures establishing a permanent (ie . susta inable)

human culture. The opportunistic use of fossil fue lled wealth and waste  to fund the transition

was an integra l part of the permaculture  strategy. I see permaculture  design generating

more appropriate  bio logica l and human capita l in ways less demanding of physica l resources
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and with low depreciation rates that are  useful to a world of energy descent. In my book

Permaculture: Principles and Pathways Beyond Sustainability, I expla ined the title  in terms of the

Energy Descent future  underm ining the steady state  notions inherent to most think ing about

susta inability and even permaculture.

Permaculture  has spread around the world but has an extraordinary, perhaps unique ro le  in

Austra lia , as a concept, a  co llection of design strategies, and as an environmenta l

movement. A definition is included in the Macquarie  dictionary and it is a lmost a household

word.16As a “brand” it carries a great dea l of good will but a lso much baggage and is

genera lly regarded in policy and planning circles as m argina l to mainstream  decision

mak ing. Some m ore thoughtful people  recognise it as tuned to a world of declining

resources that will require  adaptive strategies quite  different from  those be ing pursued

currently.

Melliodora central Victoria 2004. View over poultry deep litter yard, roof runoff garden, olive and fruit trees to
house with solar clerestory showing above trees. Click image for more commentary.

Permaculture  is a lready contributing to changing Austra lian suburbs and lifestyle  via  bottom

up and organic processes. Increasing community awareness of environmenta l issues

combined with rises in the cost of energy, water and food are like ly to lead to an explosion

in permaculture  inspired activity in Austra lian cities, towns and rura l landscapes. It is now

essentia l that academ ics, educators, activists, planners and policy makers understand

permaculture  as both a factor in the  socia l and physica l fabric of Austra lian socie ty and a

conceptual framework for the organic redesign of society and culture  for the energy descent

future  in Austra lia  as we ll as globally.

Not surprisingly, Permaculture  solutions have been m ore e ffective ly applied in community

and agricultura l deve lopment work  in many majority world communities where energy

descent has been a rea lity for many people . While  these conditions can be understood in

terms of inequitable  distribution of resources rather than fundamenta l lim its, they provide

models for behaviour in response to energy descent. The most dramatic example  is the  ro le

that permaculture  strategies and techniques played in rapidly increasing urban food

production as part of a  multi pronged strategy to avert fam ine in Cuba in the early 1990’s

fo llowing the collapse of the Soviet Union. What is particularly interesting about this mode l is

that Cuba is a  m iddle  income country with a long history of industria lised agriculture  and an

urbanised and dependent population sim ilar to many affluent countries. Today Cubans have
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life  expectancy and other indices of deve lopment com parable  with the USA while  using one

seventh the energy and resources.17

Permaculture  is, intuitive ly, most re levant to the Energy Descent scenarios in which there is a

major decline  in the power from  non-renewable  resources but many of the strategies are

synergistic with those focused on appropriate  responses to the Techno Stability scenario which

demands a degree of re loca lisation of food supply and other key econom ies and a shift

from  centra lised to distributed energy sources.

One way  to understand permaculture is as a
post-modern integration of elements from
different traditions and modernity  that involves
continuous change and evolution.

Sometimes permaculture  is understood as simply returning to traditiona l patterns from  the

past and is consequently criticised as impractica l. While  it is true that o lder, more traditiona l

patterns of resource use and living provide some of the e lements and inspiration for

permaculture, it is certa inly more than this. One way to understand permaculture  is as a

post-modern integration of e lements from  different traditions and modernity that involves

continuous change and evolution. This builds on the human experience of continuous

change rather than static tradition as we ll as the more  recent emergence of design as a new

literacy that a llows us to e ffective ly and e fficiently respond to and redesign our environm ent

and ourse lves.18

Next page: 3. C lim ate Change and Peak O il as Fundam enta l Drivers of Change

Last Updated ( Wednesday, 13 August 2008 )

 

Climate Change and Peak Oil as Fundamental Drivers of Change

The simultaneous onset of climate change and the peak ing of globa l o il supply represent

unprecedented cha llenges driving this energy transition but historians may look back with

the verdict that the e fforts at transition were too little  too late . The imm ediacy of the

problems underm ines many of the options for longer term  restructuring around renewable

energy and appropriate  infrastructure. The system ic interlock ing of human/environment

systems suggests other apparently independent crises from  the psycho logica l to the

geopolitica l are  be ing drawn together to re inforce an historic inflection point.

Next page: 3.1 C limate Change  

Last Updated ( Thursday, 29 May 2008 )

 

Climate Change
While  Peak O il has remained a concept at the fringe  of public debate and policy, climate

change has gathered speed as the key environmenta l issue demanding attention a longside
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Hansen's report suggests that the onset of severe
impacts from climate change are now inev itable

even if there is a huge world wide effort at
mitigation.

more traditiona l concerns about econom ics and security. The creation o f the IPCC in 1988

reflected the scientific consensus in the m id 1980’s that increasing atm ospheric carbon

diox ide was caused by human em issions but the rea lisation that climate change was a lready

happening began to take shape in the 1990’s and by 2007 even politica l leaders in the USA

and Austra lia  (who had become infamous for denying climate change) began to accept it as

a rea lity. It has been the increase in drought and ex treme weather events more than

increases in average temperatures or subtle  ecologica l changes that have spurred the

politica l and public rea lisation that climate change is a lready happening. The focus has

shifted from  impacts on nature to im pacts on humanity.

Strategies for reducing greenhouse  gas em issions have become a lmost synonymous with

the susta inability concept. New financia l instruments such as carbon trading have deve loped

despite  the uncerta inty about international agreements to underpin and susta in them .

Renewable  energy sources have grown significantly especia lly in countries with the most

progressive responses to climate change. At the sam e time geologica l sequestration of

carbon diox ide has been strongly promoted as a way to a llow coa l-fired power stations to

continue to provide the bulk  of the world’s e lectric power without creating climate chaos. The

nuclear industry has been recast as an environmenta l saviour. Despite  a ll the focus on the

issue, the em issions of greenhouse  gases world wide  has continued to  para lle l econom ic

growth. Consequently the em issions increases have been higher than even the worst case

(business as usua l) scenarios produced in the earlier reports by the IPCC

(Intergovernmenta l Pane l on C limate Change).

 Thunderstorm cell over New Guinea 2005. Click image for more commentary.

The most recent evidence on climate change is showing that the rate  o f onset of warm ing in

the Arctic19 make the IPCC’s fourth report look  incompetent in its fa ilure  to be a la rm ist

enough. Greenland ice  cap melting

and sea ice  retreat are  occurring now

far faster than expected. This new

evidence has been ignored by the

IPCC’s ponderous processes for its

reports. James Hansen's research suggests that sea leve l rises could be 5 metres by 2100

rather than the 0.5m  used in the IPCC’s fourth report. This suggests that the onset of

severe impacts from  climate change  is now inevitable , even if there  is a  huge world-wide
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Economic recession is the only  proven
mechanism for a rapid reduction of greenhouse
gas emissions

effort at m itigation.

There is a lso very little  evidence that m itigation within the  context of modern affluent

society will radica lly reduce greenhouse gas em ission in any case. Most of the increases in

efficiency and other  ga ins through technology have been countered by increases in

em issions e lsewhere. This may appear to be due to the small sca le  and spread of these

gains but there is a  more fundamenta l problem  that is known to systems theorists as the

"rebound effect" or the "Jevons' paradox". A ga in in resource e fficiency in one part of a

system  is immediate ly used to drive growth in another part. For exam ple, the savings m ade

in reducing house  heating costs is

typica lly be ing spent on something

like  an overseas holiday by a

householder. This suggests that

without radica l behavioura l and organisational change that would threaten the foundations of

our growth econom y, greenhouse gas em issions a long with other environmenta l impacts will

not decline.  Econom ic recession is the only proven m echanism  for a  rapid reduction of

greenhouse gas em issions and may now be the only rea l hope for mainta ining the earth in a

habitable  state.

Further, most of the proposa ls for m itigation from  Kyoto to the feverish e fforts to construct

post Kyoto solutions have been fram ed in ignorance o f Peak O il. As R ichard He inberg has

argued recently,20 proposa ls to cap carbon em issions annually, and a llowing them  to be

traded, re ly on the rights to pollute  be ing scarce re la tive  to the availability of the fue l. Actua l

scarcity of fue l may make such schemes irre levant.

Next page: 3.2 Energy Reserves and Production Peaks  

Last Updated ( Wednesday, 13 August 2008 )

 

Energy Reserves and Production Peaks

Most of the comparative discussion about energy resources has focused on “Proven,

Probable  and Possible  Reserves”. These are econom ic concepts about what can be profitably

extracted using current technology and prices. Banks lend massive amounts of money to

deve lop energy projects over long periods with risks o f price  collapses that can reduce or

e lim inate  profits. The Proven reserves represent asse ts that can be considered as collate ra l

by the lender. There is a  long history of “reserve growth” of Proven reserves. While  some of

this is due to technology improvem ent, and more recently price  rises, very little  is due to

finding more o il. Most is simply due to shifting reserves from  the Probable  to the Proven

category driven by reporting policies and regulations.
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An oil well jack pump Cuba 2007.

Nationa lisation of o il reserves in the 1970’s a llowed OPEC countries to  report reserve growth

with less scrutiny by western banks and in the 1980’s radica l revision upward of reserve

figures were made without finding any more o il. This hope less corruption of reserve figures,

of arguably the m ost important set of accounts in the  world, was not exposed until the la te

1990’s with the work  of Campbell and Laherrere21 beginning the current debate about peak

oil. It is still yet to  be accepted or acknowledged by governments or intergovernmenta l

agencies such as the Internationa l Energy Agency,22 charged with providing transparent and

accurate  information on energy resources.

The debate about Peak O il has a lso  highlighted the confusion in econom ic and politica l

discourse about the importance of production rates and the ir potentia l to keep

expanding. This co llective  myopia on the part of the inte lligentsia  is a ll the more stunning

because it has been increasing rates of energy production (not reserve  growth) that has

underpinned econom ic growth. The orthodox view that healthy reserves, by themse lves, can

ensure expanding production has been show to be fa lse . 

The collective my opia on the part of the
intelligentsia is all the more stunning because it
has been increasing rates of energy  production
that has underpinned economic growth.

Sim ilarly, the conventiona l wisdom  that coa l reserves are  so great that we can expand coa l

based e lectricity with or without carbon sequestration, and make liquid fue l from  coal is now

being wide ly cha llenged23. As with o il, we see that reserve figures are  of dubious re liability

and large reserves do not mean that production rates can necessarily increase. The slow rate

of increase in o il production from  the  Canadian tar sands, despite  massive investment,

heroic logistics (and massive environmenta l damage) proves that large  reserves do not

necessarily lead to high production rates. The fact that Canada, overnight, became the

nation with the largest o il reserves in the world because it was a llowed24 to classify its tar

sands as o il, highlights the arbitrary nature of the reserve concept. It is highly like ly that

nowhere near enough fossil fue ls can be m ined fast enough to generate  the worst case

em ission scenarios of the IPCC. It is just unfortunate  that climate change seems to be

happening at much lower leve ls of a tmospheric carbon diox ide than predicted in those same
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The ev idence on peak oil is gathering so fast that
it is now certain that the world has already

peaked in the production of cheap
(conventional) oil

The debate amongst peak oil analy sts has now
shifted from when, to at what rate, the world will
decline

models.

The evidence25 on peak o il is

gathering so fast that it is now certa in

that the world has a lready peaked in

the production of cheap

(conventiona l) o il and that the peak

production of “crude plus condensate” (the standard measure of o il) m ay have a lready

passed despite  vigorous debunk ing of peak o il that continues in policy circles and the

media. The steady climb in prices for e ight years should have been enough to lift production

if that were possible . The impacts o f peak o il are  unfo lding a ll around us in the world but

they are  be ing regularly interpreted in the media as caused by more fam iliar (above ground)

factors such as te rrorism , o il nationa lism , corporate  greed or incompetence, speculators e tc.

The combination of ro lling crises and obfuscation of the issues is leading to confusion and

inappropriate  responses (from  oil wars to biofue ls from  agricultura l crops) that are

compounding the  problems.

The debate amongst peak o il

ana lysts has now shifted from  when,

to at what rate, the world will decline

after we move off the current plateau

in production. The  decline  rates in the UK and Mex ico have provided progressive ly stronger

evidence that the  application of modern management and technology in o il production, while

de laying peak, ultimate ly leads to faster decline rates than had been expected (based on

past rates of nationa l decline). If these higher decline  rates fo llow through into global

decline, then m itigation and adaption strategies, without econom ic co llapse will be very

difficult. Given the  acce lerating consumption of natura l gas and coa l we  should assume peak

production of both will quick ly fo llow oil peak.

Access to oil will likely decrease far more rapidly in importing nations as explored in the next

section.

Next page: 3.3 Co llapsing O il Exports

Last Updated ( Wednesday, 13 August 2008 )

 

Collapsing Oil Exports

Another factor is a lready acce lerating the impact of globa l peak on the  importing countries.

Almost a ll of the o il producing countries have rapidly growing econom ies driven by large o il

revenues and in m any cases rapidly growing populations. Interna l consumption in these

countries is ensuring that a fter peak, the rate  of exports declines much faster than

production. The two largest producers and exporters Saudi Arabia and Russia  are  the prim e

examples.  Globa l econom ic growth may continue for some years in o il and resource rich

countries, but not in the importing countries that have been used to a ffluence and
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continuous econom ic growth for the  longest. 26 

The rising cost of intercontinental shipping costs is threatening to reverse the globalisation of manufacturing.

Alternative ly, a  constant state  of corruption, dysfunction and/or open war, in o il exporting

countries can have the e ffect of enforcing exports in the face of shortages at home.

Although this appears counter-intuitive, the fa ilure  of functiona l governance in the nationa l

interest combined with a shattered or stunted econom y reduces the capacity of the nationa l

market to pay for o il and a llows fore ign o il companies to ga in favourable  concessions and

m ilitary protection from  corrupt governments. Aspects of this scenario a re  at work  to

mainta in the flow of o il from  Nigeria  and Iraq to the USA and other large importers.

Thus, we can see both the collapsing exports, and enforced export scenarios unfo lding

simultaneously as the major expression of the struggle  for declining production. This

suggests at the very least, massive  shifts in geo-politica l and econom ic power over the next

few years, even if globa l growth continues 

The next section considers one other compounding factor, that of decreasing net energy returns. 

Next page: 3.4 Net Energy Return  
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Net Energy Return

An even more fundamenta l issue is that of net energy return. It takes energy to get energy.

Fossil fue l resources have been such an abundant source of concentrated energy that the

investment of energy we make in exploration, m ining, transport and processing has been

re lative ly small. Even when we consider a ll the energy embodied in equipment and

infrastructure, the  net energy return or profit has been very high. Adding a ll the energy and

resources needed to tra in and support a ll the engineers and other employees in the energy

industries still leaves a huge net energy profit which expla ins why the o il industry has been

such a profitable  one. However now that we have passed the peak of production of

conventional o il,  the net energy yie ld from  new projects tapping the heavy, deep ocean,

arctic and small remaining amounts in o ld o il fie lds, using advanced recovery methods, is

less and less.
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This decline  in ne t energy yie ld results in an increasing proportion of socie ty's rea l wealth

be ing devoted to the energy harvesting sectors of the  economy, leaving less and less for a ll

other sectors. 

O ther resources sectors with rapidly increasing demand for energy include m ining and m eta l

processing, which currently use about 10% of world energy supply, have  an esca lating

demand as lower quality ore  bodies are  m ined.27 The implications of declines in Energy

Return On Energy Invested (ERoEI) are  so shock ing that there is much confusion and denia l

about the concept of net energy.

The idea that biofue ls or coa l to liquids will simply replace o il and gas the way oil and gas

have replaced wood and coa l shows an astonishing degree of ignorance  of the concept of net

energy. When we moved from  wood to coa l and on to  o il, the increase in power ava ilable  to

humanity was not just from  the increasing quantity o f energy, but from  the increasing

quality. The quantity is easily measured in joules (heat energy re leased) but the quality is

something scientists are  more confused about. It is wide ly accepted by scientists that energy

quality is rea l and determ ines the usefulness of energy, but without an agreed way to

measure quality, it is large ly ignored.

The net energy concept is just beginning to surface in the media and policy circles as a way

to assess a lternative  energy sources and strategies, especia lly in the debate over corn

ethanol in the USA. While  different methods of accounting for net energy produce

substantia lly diffe rent net energy profit figures, they a ll show a pattern of higher returns for

current and past sources of fossil energy than new ones. Econom ic power and profit from

past deve lopment of different energy sources a lso re flects these genera l patterns revealed

by net energy ca lculation methods. This suggests they can be used to predict rea l econom ic

impacts of future  energy systems.

The declining net energy  y ields of our energy
resources results in an increasing proportion of
society 's real wealth being devoted to the energy
harvesting sectors of the economy , leav ing less
and less for allother sectors.

The promotion by the US dept of Agriculture  of research showing a Energy Return On Energy

Invested of 1.628as a good result, indicates how the understanding of these issues is ve ry

poor, even by the  scientifica lly litera te. A society based on an energy source of this quality

would be constantly investing 62% of its energy back  into the energy industry (the 1 in 1.6),

leaving only the remaining 38% of the tota l energy in society for everything e lse , ie . hea lth,

education, culture , food production, law, le isure  and so on. Our modern industria l society has

been fue led by energy sources with Energy Return on Energy Invested as high as 100 and at

least 6 (requiring between 1% and 17% of the wealth created be ing invested to get the

yie ld)

Ironica lly conventional econom ics is blind to this shift because one type  of econom ic

transaction is considered as good as another, so growth in the energy sector at the expense
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of say personal consumption is not seen as indicative  of any fundamenta l problem .

The dramatic effect as ERoEI falls below 10 is illustrated by the above graph.

 

My own track ing of these issues over the last thirty years leads me to the conclusion that the

next energy transition is to sources with lower energy production rates and lower net energy

yie ld which in turn will drive changes in human econom y and society that are  without

precedent since the decline and/or co llapse of previous complex civilisa tions such as the

Mayans and the Romans.

The most sophisticated method of eva luating net energy, with the longest history of

deve lopment, is EMergy Accounting deve loped by Howard Odum  and co lleagues.29It has

informed my own deve lopment of permaculture  principles and strategies over the last 30

years but unfortunate ly it remains unknown or at best m isunderstood in academ ic and po licy

circles. EMergy accounting includes ways of measuring energy quality (ca lled "Transform ity").

This makes it possible  to account for small quantities of very high quality energy in

technology and human services that underm ine many of the more optim istic assessments of

a lternative energy sources including biomass, nuclear and solar. 

To test the re lative  impact of net energy compared with declines in energy production rates,

I used a recent assessment of globa l energy production through to 2050 by Paul Chefurka

published and discussed on The O il Drum  website30. The study was well re ferenced and its

assumptions and methodology were  clear. It took account of like ly reductions from  oil, gas
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and coa l but included reasonably optim istic figures for future  production from  renewables

and nuclear. It shows a peak in tota l energy production about 2020 fo llowed by a decline to

70% of 2005 production by 2050. This is a  very serious reduction given an expected globa l

population of 9 billion. Be low are the key production projections and energy m ix  pie  charts

from  the study.

 

The above graph models gross energy availability.  Due to decreasing net energy yields of many of the above
resources, actual available energy for society will likely decrease more dramatically.
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The net energy  return from fossil fuels including
coal will decline so thatthe above calculation of

humanity  hav ing about 40% of current net
energy  by  2050 may  still be optimistic.

Using published EMergy accounting studies31 I multiplied these  current and projected global

energy sources by the ir net EMergy yie ld ratios. This shows that the energy quality of 2050

energy m ix  will be  58% of the 2005 energy m ix . This suggests that declining net energy is a

greater factor than projected declines in production. Multiplying these factors together

suggests rea l energetic power ava ilable  to humanity will be  40% of current yie lds. This does

not a llow for the energetic cost of carbon sequestration (still unknown) to ameliorate  the

otherwise disastrous impacts on the  climate of the increased use of coa l.  

Further it does not take account of

decline (or increase) in the average

net energy return for a  particular

source. While  it is  possible  that net

energy return from  newer renewable

sources (such as solar and even wind) could conce ivably improve with time, it is more like ly

that they will decline  as the embedded fossil energy contribution (to the new energy sources)

declines. What is more certa in is that net energy return from  fossil fue ls including coa l will

decline so that the above ca lculation of humanity having about 40% of current net energy by

2050 may still be  optim istic. A new evaluation of the  net energy return of gas production in

North America32 using a methodology deve loped by C leverland and Costanza suggests net

energy return is in the process of a  co llapse so severe that net energy yie ld from  gas in

Canada will e ffective ly fa ll to a lmost nothing by 2014 and that sim ilar results apply to US

production. This is very different from  the officia l view that cla ims the USA has 86 years o f

production at 2004 leve ls based on production to reserves ratios.
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The implications o f some of this information is so shock ing that the na ïve and simplistic idea

that we are  running out of o il and gas (rather than just peak ing in production) may be closer

to the truth than even the most pessim istic assessments of peak o il proponents a decade

ago.

The next section considers briefly some other major factors besides Peak Oil and Climate Change

which will determine the future.  

Next page: 3.5 Associated Issues 

Last Updated ( Wednesday, 13 August 2008 )

 

Associated Issues
Many other factors beyond C limate  Change and Peak O il are  increasing the stress on globa l

ecosystems and humanity mak ing some form  of energetic descent if not co llapse, seem

inevitable . A few of the more fundam enta l ones need at least a mention.

Critical materials depletion

Acce lerating econom ic growth and energy extraction over the last decade  has greatly

increased depletion of other essentia l non-renewable  resources, especia lly phosphates 33 for

food production and non ferrous m eta ls for industry. Almost a ll the unfo lding plans and

projects for energy transition beyond oil will place more demand on these depleting

resources. For example, the demand for nicke l stee l a lloys required for high pressure natura l

gas pipe lines is pushing up the price  of nicke l and further depleting the remaining stocks. As

lower quality deposits of critica l materia ls are  tapped, energy demands for extraction and

processing will esca late  dramatica lly and production ra tes will fa ll.  The title  of R ichard

Heinberg’s latest book Peak Everything 34 sums up the situation.

Water depletion

Water is the most abundant resource used by humanity, but the growing demand, is so vast

that the lim its once specific to a bioregion, are  now be ing expressed at the global sca le .

Although I don't subscribe the view that global water shortage will constrict global growth

before or more severe ly than liquid fue l supplies, the  global water crisis is a lready quite

severe. Even if we  attribute the most dramatic impacts of droughts directly to climate

change, other factors are  independently contributing to the water crisis.  The loss of

wetlands, perennia l vegetation and forests as we ll as so il humus are  a ll reducing the capacity

of catchments and soils to catch and store  water between periods of ra in, which in turn,

esca lates demand for irrigation. Increasing affluence is directly and indirectly increasing

water consumption especia lly through intensive livestock  husbandry dependent on irrigated

fodder crops. The  extraction of ground water beyond recharge rates, including huge reserves

la id down after the last ice  age, makes many water resources as depletable  as fossil fue ls,

giving rise  to the term  "fossil water". Fina lly, the decline in water quality is increasing death

and illness from  water borne diseases, demand for expensive water filtration and treatm ent
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as we ll as bottled water supplies. 

Food supply 

The unfo lding globa l food crisis can be large ly attributed to the manifo ld interactions and

knock on e ffects o f energy costs and climate change including droughts and bad seasons,

biofue l demand and esca lating costs of (energy intensive) fertilisers, pesticides, and

irrigation.  O ther factors exacerbating the crisis include  rising affluence increasing demand

especia lly for bee f and cotton, past low prices destroying farm ing as a  live lihood and fa ilure

of the land re form  agenda in most countries. Fix ing these secondary factors is technica lly

possible , but seem s unlike ly. But there is a lso evidence that agriculture  is running up

against fundamenta l yie ld lim its for our main crops that, despite  a ll the  prom ises, genetic

engineering has fa iled to break through. W idespread application of organic methods and

permaculture  design, especia lly when applied to small sca le  systems could reduce the im pact

of the crisis but this will not be simple  or quick .    

Population Pressures

The continued growth in human num bers is now pushing well beyond that which could be

susta inably supported without fossil fue ls. Although a ffluence, conflict and other human

created factors are  multiplying the impact of population, there are  structura l factors that

make the large and growing human population more  important than it m ight otherwise be.

 The tota l size  of the human population, its density of settlement in cities and the constant

interchange of m icrobes due to trave l and trade are  a ll powerful factors increasing the

like lihood of new and old diseases creating pandem ics on an unprecedented sca le .  

Financial Instability

The acce lerating growth and concentration of debt and financia l assets especia lly in the

housing and derivatives markets is destabilis ing the global economy. The virtua l

impossibility that future  growth in the rea l economy could ever be large enough to justify

those debts and assets suggests a major and enduring econom ic contraction in the near

future. Alternative ly we may see the  financia l crisis in the USA trigger a collapse sim ilar to

that which happened in the Soviet Union. If China, India, Russia  and other growing

econom ies survive  re lative ly unscathed,  complete ly new globa l power and econom ic systems

could emerge quite  quick ly.

Psychosocial limits to affluence

The psychosocia l lim its of a ffluent consumer culture35 suggest that multi generationa l mass

affluence may burn itse lf out in a few generations, through dysfunctiona l behaviour,

addictions and depression. While  the “Roaring 20s” in affluent countries gave some

examples of the excesses of a ffluence that were swept away by the Great Depression and

Second World War, the three generations of a ffluence since then have  stimulated lifestyles

and behaviours that are  amplifying unsusta inable  resource consumption to new he ights. The

onset of severe psychosocia l dysfunction in the long a ffluent western world could be as
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powerful a  force as the financia l system  instability.

Species extinction

The acce lerating rate  of species ex tinctions suggests humans have initiated a wave of

extinctions on the  sca le  of the aste roid that is be lieved to be the cause of the mass

extinction that wiped out the dinosaurs 65 m illion years ago. Apart from  the ethica l and

psychologica l issues involved, it is hard to predict how, and when this will result in major

adverse impacts on humanity other than to recognise  that it is eroding the genetic base that

we will increasingly depend on in the future, as we ll as increasing ecologica l instability that is

underm ining our ability to produce food.36

Despite  the severity of these and other associated problems I see clim ate change and peak

oil as the most fundamenta l ones for the fo llowing reasons:

They both are inevitable  consequences of the acce lerating use of fossil fue ls, the

undeniable  primary factor in creating the explosion of human numbers, cultura l

complex ity and im pacts on nature.

They both appear to be generating immediate  and severe threats to humanity

They both show a  long term  pattern of acce lerating intensity

They both contribute directly or indirectly to the impact of the other se rious problems

threatening humanity and nature.

To suggest that the next energy transition will fa ll we ll short of the past patterns of hum an

collective  expectations is a  gross understatement. My quick  overview of evidence around the

most critica l issues suggests we need to re focus our assumptions about the future around

energy descent while  deve loping the  psycho-socia l and eco-technica l capacity to respond to

the range of possible  scenarios that we could face.

While  continued e fforts to better understand the rate  of onset of climate change and the

decline in o il production is very use ful, an equally im portant task  is to understand how these

factors will combine to create differing futures.

The next section considers the interaction of peak oil and climate change to consider four distinct

energy descent scenarios. 

Next page: 4. Descent Scenarios  
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Descent Scenarios

Scenario Planning 

The systems approach to the energy descent future can be taken further by using a scenario
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planning model that combines two fundamenta l, and large ly independent variables that

generate  four scenarios, one for each of the quadrants of a  conceptual graph. Scenarios in

this context are  plausible  and interna lly consistent stories about the future that he lp

organizations and individuals to achieve a broad and open ended adaptability to inherent

unpredictability.

In classic corporate  scenario planning the two variables m ight be the growth rate  in the wider

economy and the  regulatory framework that constra ins or encourages business. C limate

Change and O il Production Decline are  the variables I use as the prim ary drivers in creating

the four energy descent scenarios because I be lieve these are the strongest forces shaping

human destiny over the 21st century and beyond. Consequently they are  centra l to

consideration of the energy transition across nations and cultures and in both urban and

rura l environments.

Next page 4.2 The Interaction of Peak O il and C limate Change   
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Interaction of Peak Oil and Climate Change

Although both variables are  caused by collective  hum an behaviour and potentia lly can be

ameliorated by human behaviour, they arise  from  geologica l and climatic lim its beyond

human contro l. The debate over am elioration vs adaption to climate change is often

portrayed as a potent mora l choice  between burning coa l and accepting a changed world, or

a shift to renewable  energy to save  nature. The emerging evidence suggests that this choice

was one that hum anity collective ly fudged in the 1980's.

Sim ilarly the actions necessary to m ake an orderly transition from  oil to  other energy sources

has been assessed as tak ing at least two decades.37 Again socie ty had the evidence from

the peak ing of US oil production in1970 but with the return of cheap oil in the 1980’s the

energy problem  appeared to have simply gone away due to “better” econom ic policies. Now

climate change is acce lerating and peak o il is upon us.

As we ll as having to adapt to both of these new rea lities, we a lso grapple  with the

interactions both positive  and negative. The acce lera ting shift to increased dependence on

natura l gas is often portrayed as a positive  reduction in carbon intensity but this is simply

acce lerating the depletion of our children’s remaining inheritance of high quality transport

fue l. Sim ilarly pro jects deve loping tar sands and other low grade sources of o il massive ly

increase greenhouse gas em issions. Perhaps more surprising to some, the huge push in the

US and Europe to  make biofue ls from  corn and oil seed crops is increasing land degradation,

resource consumption and contributing to driving up the cost of gra ins and oil seeds. Many

authorities38 are  warning of globa l fam ine due to climate and energy crisis factors (including

biofue ls) com ing together. The low ERoEI of biofue ls, especia lly corn based ethanol, suggest

biofue ls may be a  way to deplete  natura l gas while  degrading agricultura l land and starving

the world’s poor.
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We can build local resilience at the same time as
we make the greatest contribution to reducing
greenhouse gas emissions.

On the other hand, radica l reductions in consumption due to transformative lifestyle  change,

creative reuse of wastes generated by industria l and consumer system s, and a shift to truly

productive  work  within revita lised home and community econom ies, show how we can both

build loca l resilience and capacity to  adapt to the destructive change at the same time as we

make the greatest contribution to reducing greenhouse gas em issions and fossil fue l

depletion rates. While  this strategy would be most productive  and e ffective in the most

affluent countries, it has increasing re levance world wide.39

The re luctance to seriously consider positive  reductions in consumption in public debate

about climate solutions could be swept away by the unfo lding global energy and food crisis.

Deve loping some of the harder and longer term  ecologica l and modest technologica l

adaptions to ongo ing and re lentless energy descent will take decades to  have widespread

impacts (as do a ll high energy, high-tech centra lised approaches) but radica l and rapid

human behavioura l change is possible  and even like ly (given the right psycho-socia l

conditions). The emerging energy and econom ic crisis will make these reductions a rea lity

with or without a planned and creative  response.

The a lternate  scenarios I have constructed provide m ore deta il about how the Energy

Descent future m ight evolve over the next few decades rather than the hundreds of the

years of the long term  scenarios. As we ll as combining the e ffects of slow or rapid o il

production decline , and slow or rapid global warm ing, they cover a very broad spectrum  of

human possibilities that can be recognised by various symptoms and signs in different

places in the world today. They are  a ll energy descent scenarios in that they depict possible

futures with progressive ly declining net energy. This must be understood against the

historica l background in which energy use per capita  globally has been on a bumpy plateau

for thirty years after the previous thirty years of rapid growth per capita  from  the end of

World War II. The  graph be low from  the previously m entioned study suggests per world wide

capita  energy use  may continue to rise  to about 1.7 tonnes of o il equiva lent (toe) by 2020

before fa lling to 0.9 toe by 2050.40
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However when we use net energy ra tios to convert these undifferentiated joules of energy, I

be lieve that we are a lready into a globa l decline  in ne t energy per person and will soon be

into absolute  globa l net energy decline.

Next page: Four Energy Descent Scenarios  
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The Four Energy Descent and Climate Scenarios

Four Energy Descent scenarios are  considered, each emerging from  a combination of e ither

fast of slow oil decline  and e ither m ild or severe climate change over the next 10-30 years.

Brown Tech: (slow oil decline, fast climate change)

Green Tech: (slow oil decline, slow climate change)

Earth Steward: (fast o il decline, slow climate change)

Lifeboats: (fast o il decline  , fast climate change)
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The Four Global Climate Change & Energy Descent Scenarios

While  the characte risation of the four scenarios is difficult and inevitably speculative, they do
provide a framework for considering how Peak O il and C limate Change could interact to
reshape global and loca l energy resources, settlement patterns, econom y and governance .
They a lso provide  some insight into  what could be e ffective  responses for aware activists to
secure the ir own and fam ily’s future  while  contributing to socie ty in a positive  way. Those
responses m ight include potentia lly e ffective policies that could be adopted by re levant

forms of governm ent that m ight be  functiona l in each of these scenarios.41

Fina lly they clarify the re levance of permaculture  principles in a world o f energy descent and

focus our attention on the strengths and weaknesses of various strategies in adapting to  the

differing scenarios.

The next section considers the first scenario, Brown Tech.

Next page: 4.3.1 Brown Tech: Top Down Constriction
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Brown Tech: Top Down Constriction
Slow energy decline rates, severe climate change symptoms 

The Brown Tech world is one in which the production of o il declines

after a peak 2005-2010 at about 2% per annum  and the

subsequent peak  and decline  of natura l gas is a lso re lative ly

gentle , but the severity of global warm ing symptoms is at the

extreme end of current mainstream  scientific predictions. In this
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See also the Brown Tech

gallery.

scenario strong, even aggressive, national policies and actions

prevail to address both the threats and the opportunities from

energy peak and climatic change. The politica l system  could be described as Corporatist or

Fascist (which Mussolini described as a merger of sta te  and corporate  power).

The tendency in ex isting systems for massive centra lised

investment by corporations and governments, give priority to getting

more energy out of lower grade non-renewable  resources (eg. tar

sands, coa l and uranium) and biofue ls from  industria l agriculture

and forestry. “Breakthrough” techno logies provide the  constant

prom ise of a  better future but much of the investment in energy

harvesting acce lerates globa l warm ing, at least in the  short term .

At the same time the cost of defending or replacing urban infrastructure threatened by

storms and future  sea leve l rise  consumes more resources, while  droughts and chaotic

seasonal changes reduce food production from  broadacre and small sca le  agriculture.

Flows of energy from  more expensive sources such as tar sands,

deep ocean oil, gas to liquids and coa l to liquids slow the decline  in

fue ls from  crude o il. This transition requires a huge m obilisation of

the technica l and manageria l capacity he ld mostly by global

corporations, a long with the financia l, lega l and m ilita ry security that

only sovere ign governments can provide. This resource nationalism

by government  break down free trade and the fa ith in internationa l

markets that underpins the globa l economy.42

By 2007, we had a lready seen the shift from  a buyers to a se lle rs

market for energy cascading through a ll commodities markets and

reshaping geopolitica l re lations.43 The profits from  both

non-renewable  resources and large  sca le  industria l agriculture  rise

on the back of high commodity prices, reversing many of the

econom ic patterns and trends of recent decades. The  wealth of

farmers and m iners as we ll as corporations and nations in contro l of

these resources increases even as depletion reduces the flows of resources and climate

change causes chaos in farm ing and land managem ent.

The demand for biofue ls in affluent countries reduces world food stocks and ra ises prices to

leve ls that result in fam ine and chaos in many poor countries unable  to  susta in subsidies for

staple  food.44 In other countries, food riots by the poor force government to pay for

esca lating subsidies. The wealth le ft over for education, hea lth etc. co llapses. Wars to secure

fue l and food increase and re focus public attention on externa l threats. In richer countries,

consumer led econom ic growth fa lte rs or is active ly shut down by government policies to

focus lim ited resources on food, fue l and climate security. Some type of global econom ic

depression unfo lds from  the combined e ffects of high energy and food prices, superpower

contest, resource nationa lism  and the fragility of the  financia l system .
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Rapid onset of climate change tends to support
centralised nationalist sy stems for several
reasons...

Rapid onset of climate change a lso tends to support centra lised nationa list systems for

severa l reasons. First the consequences of chaotic weather, food supply problems, radica l

land use change and abandonment of margina l land, leads to demands for strong

government action to protect people  from  high food and fue l costs, natura l disasters, the

consequences of strong action by other nations, and mass m igration by displaced people .

Rates of urbanisation increase as climate change im pacts and withdrawal of government

supported services in more remote  rura l regions acce lerates.

A decline of the m iddle  class a lready evident in many western countries

acce lerates leading to discontent and suppression by government including

internment camps e ither for m igrants or homelesspeople .45 Strong

approaches to population contro l, even forced sterilization are  introduced in

some countries.

A series of short but intense internationa l conflicts confirm  major shifts in

global power ba lances while  acce lerating resource depletion. Contro l o f

non-renewable  fossil fue l and m inera l resources rem ains critica l, while  the

(re lative) importance of distributed renewable  wealth from  agriculture  and forestry continues

to decline as the climate deteriorates especia lly in m y home country o f Austra lia  where

greater severity o f droughts hit hard. W ith food supply under threat, fossil fue ls and other

resources are  redirected from  personal mobility and consumption to intensive factory farm ing

in greenhouses and other contro lled environments, m ostly clustered around urban centres

and managed by agribusiness corporations.

Desa lination and other high energy ways to mainta in water supply

systems are  built at huge cost and further increase demand for

energy. The threat of sea leve l rises leads to large sca le  urban

redeve lopment driven by strong government policies. Some very

bold initiatives for energy e fficient m edium  density urban

deve lopment and public transport infrastructure are  funded. A key

characteristic of this scenario is the sense of divide be tween the

reducing numbers of “haves” dependent on a job in the “system” and the re lative ly lawless,

loose but perhaps communitarian “have nots” with the ir highly flex ible  and nomadic

subcultures living from  the wastes o f the “system” and the wilds of nature. Security of the

“haves” is a  constant issue with gated communities, and aparthe id style  townships and

barrios for the “have nots”. While  econom ic depression and reduction in consumption slow

greenhouse gas em issions, the rapid expansion of strategic investment by government in

new energy and urban infrastructure  more than replaces the reduced private  consumption,

leading to a positive  feedback loop that acce lerates global warm ing.

While  the e lites continue to be driven by a comm itment to super rationa list be lie fs46, a  sense

of hollowness and lack  of purpose characterises the shrink ing m iddle  class, while
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See also the Green Tech

gallery.

fundamenta list re ligions and cults plays a stronger ro le  in the lives of the work ing and

unemployed classes partly through genuine reactions to the fa ilures of modern humanism

and partly manipulated by the e lites to deflect anger and disenchantment. The Brown Tech

scenario could be  dom inant and even more or less socia lly stable  for m any decades until

ongoing climatic breakdown and reduced net energy return drive  a shift to the Lifeboats

scenario.

“Top down constriction” summaries the essence of this scenario in that national power

constricts consum ption and focuses resources to mainta in the nation state, in the face o f

deteriorating clim ate and reduced energy and food supply.

Next page: 4.3.2 Green Tech: Distributed Powerdown

Last Updated ( Monday, 16 June 2008 )

 

Green Tech: Distributed Powerdown
Slow energy decline rates, mild climate change symptoms. 

The Green Tech scenario is the m ost benign, in that adverse

climate changes are at the low end of projections. O il and gas

production declines slowly as in the Brown Tech future , so the

sense of chaos and crisis is more m uted without major econom ic

collapse or conflict. This a llows resources to flow to a greater

diversity of responses at the globa l, nationa l, city, com munity

and personal leve l. In some a lready dense ly populated poor

countries, conditions worsen.

However higher commodity prices a llows some poorer producer

econom ies to escape the ir debt cycle  while  programs to empower

women result in rapid reduction in the birth rate. The gradual reduction in capacity of

countries to project power globally due to rising energy costs, increases nationa l security and

redirection of resources away from  defense and resource capture to resource conservation

and technologica l innovation. The consolidation of the globa l communication systems

mainta ins global outlooks and understandings if not global econom ics.

As in the Brown Tech scenario, e lectrification is a  key e lement in the

energy transition but the renewable  energy sources o f wind,

biomass, so lar, hydro, tida l, wave e tc. grow rapidly deve loping a

more diverse and distributed m ix . The re lative ly benign climate

a llows a resurgence of rura l and regional econom ies on the back of

susta ined and growing prices for a ll natura l commodities including

feedstocks for bio fue ls.

The principles behind organic agriculture  and ecologica l

management and resource a llocation become the norm  in many

farm ing systems, he lping to stabilise  agriculture  cha llenged by
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increasing cost of energy inputs and (a lbe it m ild) clim ate change.

The acce lerating conflict between biofue ls and food is stabilised if

not resolved by government subsidies to support food supply from

agriculture, with biofue ls com ing mainly from  forestry wastes. In many regions with prime

agricultura l land and small populations, wealthy farm ers and agribusiness corporations are

the main beneficiaries employing both high technology and cheap labour from  m igrant

workers. In some regions, with poorer and steeper land and more diversified land ownership,

smaller sca le  polyculture  systems designed using permaculture  principles spread wealth

more evenly through loca l communities.

Continuous contraction affects large  sections of the economy but the energy, resource and

agriculture  sectors a long with recycling and retrofit industries experience  rapid growth based

on high commodity prices that are  susta ined despite  econom ic recession in the main

consum ing econom ies. In some affluent countries, re form  of monetary systems lowers the

sca le  of financia l co llapses and re focuses capita l on productive  and socia lly useful innovation

and investment.

Information technology continues to  yie ld ga ins in energy and resource

management; from  rea l time pricing and se lf-healing e lectrica l grids, to

internet based ride sharing system s and te lecommuting. Conservation

yie lds the greatest ga ins with major public policies to change personal

and organisationa l behaviour. In other countries, especia lly the USA, the

apparent opportunities for continued econom ic growth, combine with

politica l policies to  support a  low carbon economy, leading to a renewable  energy investm ent

bubble  fo llowed by a severe recession.

State  and city governments47 responsible  for providing services are  able

to lead much of the restructuring to more compact cities and towns with

increasing public transport infrastructure. Growth in large cities

(especia lly in coasta l lowlands) is reversed by public policies ahead of

the worst e ffects o f energy cost and global warm ing, while  regional cities,

towns and villages see modest growth on a compact urban model that preserves prime

agricultura l land and deve lops m ixed use ne ighbourhoods with more loca l work  and radica lly

less commuting.

The placing together of many of the more optim istic aspects of energy descent may seem

artificia l, but there  are  reasons to be lieve that the Green Tech scenario  will tend towards a

more egalitarian structure with the re lative  shift of power from  contro l o f o il we lls and m ines

to contro l of the productivity of nature via  traditiona l land uses such as agriculture  and

forestry and more  nove l renewable  technologies.

The inherently distributed nature of these resources will lead to

more distributed econom ic and politica l power at the leve l of cities,

the ir hinterlands and organisations focused at this sca le . For

example, successful large sca le  farmers who have reduced the ir
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dependence of energy intensive inputs through perm aculture

strategies and organic methods may find new profits in more

loca lized markets with prices susta ined by policies that encourage regional se lf re liance. Any

profits beyond farm ing are  like ly to  be invested into loca l energy systems that generate

more employment and further reduce econom ic dependence on centra l governments and

large corporations. It is possible  that these same processes could lead to highly inequitable ,

even feudal systems. However the universa l focus on more susta inable  production and

reduced consumption that is not forced by remote and arbitrary centra l power, has the

tendency to foste r more egalitarian responses than in the Brown Tech scenario.

The substantia l reductions in greenhouse gas em issions that result from  this scenario keep

climate change im pacts to a m inimum, thus stabilis ing and re inforcing the scenario 's basic

characteristics for at least severa l decades.

The success in radica lly reducing consumption of resources while  susta ining modest growth in

some loca l econom ies combined with stabilization of the climate, encourages a new

“susta inability” e lite  to consider further changes to consolidate  these achievements in the

face of ongoing net energy decline. The worse excesses of consumer capita lism  are

contro lled by restriction and re forms of advertising and other dysfunctiona l forces.

C ivic culture  strengthens where further transition towards a non-materia listic society

combines with the  maturation of fem inism  and environmenta lism , and a  resurgence in

indigenous and traditiona l cultura l va lues. These trends stabilise  the acce lerating loss of

fa ith in secular humanism  a llowing the evolution of m ore spiritua l “cultures of place”. Over

time an evolution toward the Earth Steward scenario seems an obvious and natura l response

to the inexorable  decline of non-renewable  resources. “Distributed Powerdown” summarises

this scenario by emphasising both the distributed nature of resources and power, and the

planned contraction involved.

At the ir extremes the Green Tech and Brown Tech scenarios a lso de scribe many of the

e lements that could be expected in the Techno Stability Long Term  Scenario where new

energy sources m anage to replace fossil fue ls without the stresses that lead to system  wide

contraction. The current leve ls of ecologica l, econom ic and socio-politica l stress are  the

indirect indicators that we are  entering the energy descent scenarios ra ther than simply a

transition from  energetic growth to stability. Re lative  insulation from  those stresses and the

persistence of fa ith in the monetary accounting “house of cards” by the  upper m iddle  class

(if not the globa l e lites) continues the confusion.48 The lack  of understanding of net energy

accounting and disagreement amongst the experts on appropriate  methods, combined with

politica l pressures from  the unfo lding crisis lead to energetic descent be ing m istaken for

"business as usua l".

Next page: 4.3.4 Earth Stewardship: Bottom  Up Rebuild

Last Updated ( Friday, 01 August 2008 )

 

Earth Steward: Bottom Up Rebuild
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See also the Earth Steward

gallery.

Rapid energy decline rates, mild climate change symptoms

In this scenario the decline in o il production after a  peak in tota l

liquids production before 2010 is at the extreme end of

authoritative  predictions (about 10%)49 and is fo llowed by an

even faster decline in gas production plus a simultaneous peak

in coa l production. The shock to the  world’s fragile  financia l

systems is overwhelm ing, resulting in severe econom ic

depression and perhaps some further short, sharp resource wars.

This econom ic collapse and these politica l stresses, m ore than

the actua l shortage of resources, prevents the deve lopment of

more expensive and large sca le  non-renewable  resources that

characterise  the Brown Tech scenario or the renewable  resources and infrastructure  of the

Green Tech. Internationa l and nationa l communications networks break down.

Electricity grids become non-functiona l as cost and ava ilability of fue ls and spare parts

reduce production and lack  of paying businesses and customers reduces revenues.

International tensions remain but capacity of stronger countries to use  m ilitary force is

constra ined by unre liable  energy and parts supplies and the strong evidence that war uses

more resources than it captures. Globa l warm ing is slowed dramatica lly and reversed by the

collapse of the globa l consumer economy and absence of large sca le  investment in new

energy infrastructure.

There is a  radica l reduction in mass mobility of both people  and

goods. The food supply cha in is severe ly affected both on farms and

through the distribution system . Energy intensive large sca le  farm ing

supplying centra l marketing cha ins is the worst a ffected leading to

abandonment of even highly productive land. Shortages lead to

rationing, black  m arkets, and riots for food and energy.

Increases in crime, malnutrition and disease lead to a  rising death rate  acce lerated in som e

countries by epidem ics and pandem ics that have a m ajor impact on socia l and econom ic

capacity. The collapse in the tax  base ava ilable  to nationa l and state  governments reduces

the ir power and even city leve l restructuring of infrastructure is difficult, but loca l government

reta ins some degree of e ffective  se rvices, decision m ak ing and possibly democracy.

Collapse of larger businesses and the difficulties in m ainta ining

urban infrastructure leads to a hollowing out of the cities. Loss of

jobs and houses leads to m igration of people  out of cities to smaller

towns, villages and farms with more  robust loca l econom ies able  to

take advantage of the influx  of labour. Impacts and demands on

loca l so il, water and forest resources increases, to severe leve ls in

many poor countries as people  move out of the cities to harvest

fue l, wildlife  and restart food production. In long affluent countries, the  underuse of loca l

bio logica l resources in the late  20th century provides some buffer against these impacts.
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While the impacts on people and local
environments of this scenario are severe there is

Large numbers of homeless exurbanites form a
new underclass lacking even the skills of
poverty .

Large numbers of homeless ex-urbanites form  a new underclass lack ing even the sk ills o f

poverty. They provide basic labour in exchange for food and accommodation on farms

needing the labour. Surviving structures of power may adapt to impose  a more feudal

structure based on concentrated contro l of productive  farms and forests and built assets in

large farm ing estates.

Organic and small farmers, close to  markets and able  to make use

of labour and anim al power, thrive  (to the extent security a llows) in

a context of re lative ly benign and slow climate change. An explosion

of home businesses based on build ing and equipment retrofit,

maintenance and sa lvage starts to  build a diversified economy.

Further afie ld biofue ls from  crop waste a llow farmers to continue to

use machinery while  wood and charcoa l gasification based on

regrowth forest resources near settlements and towns provide an increasing proportion o f

lim ited transport fue l. This small business growth in turn provides a new tax  base for som e

form  of e ffective loca l government. In some places new bioregional governments institute

land re form  and debt cance llation fo llowing collapse o f financia l institutions and centra l

banks, a llowing people  to stay on the ir properties.

Suburban landscapes around smaller cities and regional towns with

greater socia l capita l are  transform ed with a boom ing and re lative ly

egalitarian society susta ined by bio-intensive/permaculture  farm ing

and retrofitting and reuse supported by resources from  both the

immediate  rura l hinterland and inner urban sa lvage.

This rura lisation o f suburban landscape to produce food on a ll

ava ilable  open space, private  and public provides most of the fresh fruit and vegetables,

da iry and small livestock  products. Loca l currencies, food, car and fue l co-ops, community

supported agriculture  a ll grow rapidly. Informal and household econom ies provide an

increasing proportion of basic needs as corporate  and government systems fa il to de liver.

Around the larger cities especia lly in countries where  socia l capita l

and community capacity is severe ly eroded, most of these new

deve lopments are  in gated communities providing the  basic needs

and security of the ir residents with trade outside the community

be ing more difficult or dangerous. Outside the gated communities

sa lvage, fue l harvesting and animal husbandry are the main

econom ic activities with trade contro lled by gangs and loca l warlords.

While  the impacts on people  and loca l

environments of this scenario are

severe, in previously affluent
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also a cultural and spiritual revolution as people
are released from the rat race of addictive

behaviours

See also the Lifeboats

gallery.

countries at least, there  is a lso a

cultura l and spiritua l revolution as

people  are  re leased from  the rat race

of addictive  behaviours and begin to

experience the gift of resurgent com munity and the simple  abundance of nature to provide

for basic needs.

The biggest difference from  the Green and Brown Tech scenarios is that the rebuilding and

stabilisation is no longer based on dreams of susta inability or restoring the o ld system .

Instead people  accept that each generation will have  to face the challenges of further

ongoing simplifica tion and loca lisation of socie ty as the fossil resource base continues to

decline. This simplification in the m ateria l domain is seen as the opportunity for growth in

the spiritua l domain. There is a  resurgence in leadership by women and a ce lebration of the

fem inine in nature  and people . “Bottom  Up Rebuild” summarises this scenario by

emphasising the new growth from  bio logica l and com munity foundations. In some ways this

scenario m ight be  considered as the  archetypal one o f the Energy Descent future and the

one in which perm aculture  principles and strategies are  most powerfully applied.

Next page: 4.3.4 Lifeboats: C iviliza tion Triage

Last Updated ( Friday, 01 August 2008 )

 

Lifeboats: Civilization Triage
Rapid energy decline rates, severe climate change symptoms.

In this scenario, supplies of high quality fossil fue ls decline

rapidly, the economy fa ils and hum an contributions to global

warm ing collapse but lag e ffects and positive  feedbacks in the

climate system  continue to drive an acce leration of globa l

warm ing. As of 2007, an increasing number of scientists be lieve it

may a lready be too late  to avoid catastrophic climate  change.50

In the Lifeboat scenario the adverse symptoms of the Brown Tech

and Earth Steward scenarios combine to force a progressive

collapse in most forms of economy and socia l organisation. Loca l

wars, including use of nuclear weapons acce lerate  co llapse in

some areas but the fa ilure  of nationa l systems of power prevent

global warfare. Successive waves of fam ine and disease breakdown socia l and econom ic

capacity on a larger sca le  than the Black  Death in medieva l Europe leading to a ha lving of

global population in a few decades.

New forms of oasis agriculture  that are  low input versions of the

Brown Tech intensive system s evolve that stabilise  food production

as chaotic seasons make traditiona l fie ld agriculture  and horticulture

a lmost impossible . Forest and range land hunting and harvesting

become the predom inant use of resources over large regions
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supporting nomadic bands. Warrior and gang cults provides meaning

in a world of grie f and vio lence, leading to the deve lopment of new re ligions and even

languages that attempt to make sense of people 's lives.

Urban areas are  large ly abandoned and dangerous but remain

va luable  as quarries for sa lvaging m ateria ls especia lly meta ls.

Suburban landscapes become rura lised into defensive ham lets

mak ing use of sa lvaged materia ls, urban storm  water and surplus

building space for m ixed household econom ies.

 

The impacts are  very patchy with worse e ffects in high density

previously affluent and urbanised countries. In the m ost remote

regions remnants of hunter-gatherer and pioneer farm er cultures

are better able  to  weather the changes. The re lative  abundance and

ongoing ava ilability of high quality meta ls and other materia ls make

a critica l technologica l distinction from  that of ancient traditiona l

hunter gatherer cultures.

Mounta in regions, especia lly with surviving glacier fed rivers a llow

hydroe lectric systems to be mainta ined and rebuilt on a smaller

sca le . Nutrient rich glacier fed rivers a lso susta in intensive irrigated

agriculture. In som e loca lities, especia lly in favourable  regions with

accessible  energy and agricultura l resources, communities

analogous to the monasteries of the early medieva l period provide

basic knowledge and sk ills to the ir surrounding comm unities and are

thus protected by the loca ls from  the ravages of loca l warlords and pira tes. These

communities, mostly in rura l and suburban areas, and based on pre-collapse e fforts of

intentiona l comm unities or rich benefactors, pursue the task  of saving and condensing

knowledge and cultura l va lues for the long dark  ages ahead.

“C ivilisation triage”51 re fers to the processes by which remaining

socia l capacity (beyond meeting imm ediate  basic needs) are

focused on conserving technology and culture  that could be useful to

a future society, once energy descent is stabilised after a  precipitous

but lim ited collapse process. This is not the dom inant process of the

scenario but the m ost significant in terms of future  cultura l capacity.

The Christian monasteries that saved many of the e lements of

Greco-Roman culture  and later provided the foundations for the Renaissance of Western

civilisation is one historica l example  that could serve as a model for understanding how this

process m ight work.

At its extreme, this scenario describes many of the e lements of the Collapse Long Term

future in which there is a  complete  breakdown in the lineage of industria l civilisation such

that future simple  socie ties reta in nothing from  what we created through industria l
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civilisation. Drawing a distinction between this scenario  and tota l co llapse  may seem  pedantic

but the reasons are important. In the Collapse Long Term  scenario, any future civilisation

that could emerge  only learns from  the lessons of ours via  archeology and perhaps long

attenuated mythic stories. In the Lifeboat scenario the retention of cultura l knowledge of the

past combined with a moderate ly habitable  environment a llow new civilisations to emerge

that build on at least some of the knowledge and lessons from  ours.

Three factors may  prevent the continuous free
fall to a very  low global population of hunter
gatherers

Three factors may prevent the continuous free fa ll to a very low globa l population of hunter

gatherers surviving on the fringes o f the Arctic of a  hotter planet.

The first is the wild card created by the m ix ing of the  world’s biota, most notable  the

large numbers of tree and other species that exhibit what foresters ca ll “exotic

vigour”.52 This a llows new recombinant ecosystems to stabilize  many environments that

climate scientists are  now saying will become uninhabitable  in extreme climate change.

The re lease of critica l m inera ls, most notably phosphorus over the last 200 years into

the biosphere may a llow these new ecosystems to ultimate ly achieve bio logica l

productivity exceeding that possible  from  pre-ex isting systems.

Secondly the flooding of large areas of coasta l lowlands complete  with complex reef

structures from  flooded cities and infrastructure  may a lso create the conditions for

highly productive sha llow waters and estuaries. These types of ecosystem  are some of

the most bio logica lly productive ecosystems on the planet.53

Thirdly, the precipitous drop in hum an numbers and the ir initia l tendency to remain

re lative ly aggregated to make use of the huge resources from  industria l sa lvage

materia ls (and for security) should see very large regions able  to recover without

harvesting and other impacts from  people .

If the knowledge of ecologica l processes and the ir creative  manipulation using m inimal

resources are  reta ined and deve loped in the Lifeboat communities, then surviva l and

resurgence of a  m ore than m inimalist culture  may a llow global human population to be

susta ined at perhaps ha lf, rather than one tenth, of current leve ls. More importantly it m ay

be possible  to em bed the wisdom  of the lessons learnt so that unconstra ined human growth

does not repeat such an intense cycle . C learly these last thoughts are  highly speculative  but

build from  the sam e linage of permaculture  think ing deve loped over the  last thirty years that

informs the rest o f the scenarios.

Next page: 4.3.5 Summaries of the  Four C limate/Energy Descent Scenarios

Last Updated ( Friday, 01 August 2008 )

 

Summary of the Four Climate/Energy Descent Scenarios
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The fo llowing table  summaries the main e lements and characteristics o f the four scenarios.

 

Next page: 5. Reactions to the Energy Descent Scenarios 

Last Updated ( Wednesday, 13 August 2008 )

 

Reactions to Energy Descent Scenarios

Global and Local Perspectives

The scenarios as described are biased towards look ing at the future  for the billion or so

re lative ly affluent persons who mostly live  in the long industria lised nations mostly of Europe

and North America  but including Japan, Austra lia  and New Zealand. For many people  outside

these countries the prom ise of bene fits from  globa l industria l culture  are  just that; prom ises.

The genera l history te lls of loca l and se lf re liant econom ies and comm unities decaying or

collapsing as they are displaced by monetary econom ies, media and consumer ideologies.

This is a  process often associated with m igration from  rura l to urban areas. The debate

about the ba lance  of benefits and disadvantages from  these changes has been intense for

thirty years.54

Very few proponents or even critics o f conventiona l econom ic deve lopment are  yet

considering energy descent scenarios, or the increased vulnerabilities to them  which result

from  this loss of se lf re liance. Poor people  crowded into barrios around super cities

complete ly dependent on meagre cash flows to mainta in access to food and fue l are  less
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able  to provide for themselves when these systems fa il. Five  months in Latin America has

given me cause to  think  deeply about these vulnerabilities that are  a lready unfo lding in

many places where, compared to wages, fue l prices are  ten times more  than what they are in

Austra lia .

It is not just the ability to cope with deprivation but m ore the pyscho-socia l capacity to accept

life  as it happens On the other hand one cannot experience life  in many poorer countries

without a lso considering how recent the changes have  been. In many places people  still

know how to grow food and some cases can return to  the ir home villages as soon as

econom ic conditions suggest this will be  more rewarding (even if it is only to labour on a

re lative 's farm) than hustling in the  city for a  dollar. Even when this is not possible , the

sense of how resourceful and flex ible  people  can be in what we m ight think  extreme

conditions, is a  strength.

It is not just the ability to cope with deprivation but m ore the pyscho-socia l capacity to accept

life  as it happens without fixed expectation that lead to inevitable  disappointment. While

teaching a course  in Mex ico I was summarising the energy descent scenarios session with

reference to the house fire  insurance analogy, that it was not necessary to be lieve your

house would burn down to have fire  insurance. The m ostly m iddle  class Mex icans laughed at

my analogy because most Mex ican homeowners don't have fire  insurance. It is this easy

going acceptance of life  that may be one of the characteristics that enables Mex icans to

weather the storm s that are  sure ly com ing.

In Australia many  generations of steady  growing
affluence and high expectations have created a
psy chological and social brittleness.

On the other hand, in Austra lia  and other long affluent countries, many generations of

steady growing affluence and high expectations have  created a psycho logica l and socia l

brittleness that suggests we may not weather the storms as we ll as we should. As a teenager

I came to the conclusion that Austra lia  was vulnerable  to the attractions of fascism  if and

when socia l and econom ic conditions became much tougher. This early insight provided a

foundation for the  Brown Tech scenario.

In some nations, econom ic collapse  and susta ined conflict over the last few decades have

simulated some aspects of energy descent. Most of the evidence is not good, with

breakdown of law and order, food insecurity, fa lling life  expectancy and mass m igration.

Russia, Argentina , Cuba, Zimbabwe and North Korea are  examples of re lative ly affluent and

industria lised countries that have experienced susta ined conditions analogous to those

possible  from  more genera l and globa l energy descent. An increasing amount of research

and analysis within the Peak O il ne twork  has focused on these countries to ga in greater

understanding of the hazards and opportunities of energy descent futures.55Most notable  is

the Cuban experience that is remarkably positive  and has provided a great boost to

permaculture  and other activists trying to show the opportunities from  energy descent.

Cuba: Brown Tech, Green Tech or Earth Steward?
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During the crisis o f the “Specia l Period” in the early 1990's the power o f strong centra l

government did not weaken, le t a lone fa il. In some ways the government lead by Fide l

Castro represents many of the e lem ents of the Brown Tech world. On the other hand Cuba is

not a  very large country and can be  considered as one bioregion with Havana as its capita l

so the sca le  of governance is more ak in to that proposed for the Green Tech scenario.

Further, many of the strategies for coping with the crisis from  urban agriculture56 to bicycle

and public transport are  emblematic of the Green Tech scenario. Health and education

statistics for Cuba a lso rule  out the more severe conditions associated with Earth Steward, le t

a lone Lifeboat. However while  in Cuba in 2007 I became aware of some aspects of the crisis

that did give insight into like ly conditions in the more  extreme scenarios.

During two trips in the countryside I observed extensive growth of Marabou (a spiny

legum inous shrub) over large areas that appeared to have been farm land. The rapid spread

occurred during the crisis and today cover about 20% of the farm land.57 These species were

previously common in the landscape  mostly as a component of living fences and hedges.

When the crisis hit, supplies of gra ins to feed the industria lised da iry industry collapsed and

many of the da iry cows died in the dry season.

My hypothesis58 is that prior to dying, the cows would have eaten the  dry pastures to bare

ground and the living fences to sticks. The seeds of the Marabou consum ed by the cows

pass through in m anure so in the succeeding wet season a complete  crop of thorn shrubs

would have emerged and dom inated the recovering pastures. Despite  the desperate  need

for food, the absence of fue l to plow the land for crops or resow pastures, a llowed the shrubs

to take over the land. This example illustrates how va luable  resources can lie  idyll in the

face of desperate  need.

The process of recovering the land from  the thicket forests is a  slow one even with better

econom ic conditions but it a lso has produced benefits that are  slow to be

recognised. Increased carbon sequestration has been substantia l and plant diversity and

wildlife  is increasing as the shrub legumes mature. The soil re juvenating characteristics of

these spiny legum e shrubs may be building an asset that will be more va luable  to Cuba as

global energy descent begins to im pact. Two low energy pathways to m ore productive  and

susta inable  use o f the land are  possible . One is to use goats to recla im  the land back  to

pasture.59 Alternative ly, acce lerated succession to m ixed food forest by se lective  seeding and

planting could create  agroforestry systems that continue to increase the woody biomass and

food production both from  fruit and nuts.

It is significant that both of these changes would require  further changes in Cuban eating
habits. This is connected to another sobering impression in the otherwise quite  positive
picture, that Cubans remained re luctant to change the ir traditiona l food habits even during
the crisis and mostly have gone back to those habits a fter the crisis. The fact that a  diet with
less meat and da iry and a greater diversity of tropica l vegetables, fruits and nuts could be
more easily and susta inably produced will require  continued e fforts on many fronts and/or a
longer cycle  of deprivation to shift the deeply entrenched European food culture  heritage  in
this tropica l country.
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Perhaps more re levant to countries with less governm ent contro ls over the economy,

Argentina provides some interesting examples of revita lisation of loca l econom ies as centra l

currencies and econom ies broke down, a lthough most of these stopped once the monetary

economy was re-established.60

One of the uncerta inties that emerges from  reflecting on these examples of econom ic

contraction is how different the situation will be  when the dom inant econom ic powers

experience these problems. While  this will create  som e more genera l globa l conditions it will

a lso dramatica lly reduce the capacity to project power through globalisation. Consequently we

can expect conditions in loca l bioregions and nations to increasingly re flect the loca l

resources, econom y and culture, and be less driven by remote and globa l forces. As a lways

this will precipitate  new threats but a lso opportunities.

The next section considers how these scenarios can be both depressing and empowering, and can

help us direct our energy towards positive change effectively.

Next page: 5.1 Depressing and Positive  Scenarios  

Last Updated ( Wednesday, 13 August 2008 )

 

Depressing and Positive Scenarios

Another reaction to the scenarios by some participants on courses is that the Brown Tech

scenario seems a  depressing but rea listic assessment of the situation in many affluent

countries while  the  Green Tech scenario looks more utopian and unrea listic, but one that

could be a lmost be “sold” as a desirable  future by Green parties of western democracies.61

The argument that the distributed power provided by resurgent rura l econom ies will

ameliorate  the centra lised and inequitable  structures that lead to the Brown Tech world may

be seen as a weak one, especia lly for people  who are suspicious of the concept that

fundamenta l energy and resources drive  econom ic, socia l and politica l systems. Sim ilarly the

re lative  positive  nature of Earth Steward compared with Lifeboat is partly predicated on the

distributed rather than concentrated nature of resources and wealth (and of course the gift of

a re lative ly benign climate).

We can better shape our responses to each of the
scenarios if we recognise the constraining forces
that are bey ond our control.

It is possible  to see some good and bad potentia ls, depending in part on our philosophica l

bent, in a ll four scenarios. Perhaps as an act of fa ith in human va lues and maturity, I

be lieve we can better shape our responses to each of the scenarios if as individuals and as

communities and nations we recognise  the constra ining forces that are  beyond our contro l.

We can then consider how basic human va lues and needs can be susta ined without wasting

resources on projects or objectives that may have little  chance of a ltering the fundamenta l
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Australia exhibits the essential conditions for
the emergence of the Brown Tech scenario.

dynam ics of our world.

O f course this reaction can be seen as negative, defeatist or even contributing to the

rea lisation of these undesirable  scenarios. In the ad hoc internet comm unity of Peak O il

activism  that has sprung up the last few years, the divide between the  “doomers” and the

“optim ists” has been a notable  one. Since 2005 the worsening evidence  on climate change

has led to more o f the experts in that fie ld moving towards a “doomer” perspective on the

climate front. Part of the process of moving beyond this simplistic and mostly

counterproductive  debate, is to see  some of the positive  potentia ls that ex ist in energy

descent scenarios.

Permaculture activ ism has a long history  of
being informed by  a negative v iew of the state of
the world. But these perspectives drive an
optimistic opportunity -based response.

Permaculture  activism  has a long history of be ing informed by a negative  view of the sta te  of

the world. But these perspectives drive  an optim istic opportunity-based response that can

empower people  to creative  action and adaption in the  face of adversity. The fact that

permaculture  activists private ly and even publicly look  forward to some aspects of these

scenarios may be  seen by some as na ive or even im mora l. On the other hand, an increasing

number of people  around the world find permaculture  an empowering focus for ethica l and

practica l action.

My recent experience from  presenting the Energy Descent scenarios in Austra lia , New

Zealand, Brazil, Cuba, Mex ico and Argentina on perm aculture  courses as we ll as other

gatherings of susta inability professionals, is that they can be very empowering, a lthough I

recognize the risk  that they still pose, in triggering denia l or depression and para lysis.

The next section considers how different regions look likely to tend towards different scenarios. 

Next page: 5.2 Different Scenarios in Different P laces

Last Updated ( Wednesday, 13 August 2008 )

 

Different Scenarios in Different Places

Austra lia  and New Zealand provide examples of two very sim ilar a ffluent countries in the

South Pacific that may a lready be on very different tra jectories and that re flect the dynam ics

of these scenarios. As the previous Prime Minister John Howard, procla im ed, Austra lia  is one

of the new energy superpowers. This cla im  is supported by the fact that Austra lia  is the

largest globa l exporter of coa l, one of the largest exporters of gas with the seventh largest

reserves, and has the largest reserves of uranium  as well as many other m inera ls.

On the other hand climate change

modelling suggests Austra lia  is
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New Zealand looks like a strong candidate for
Green Tech.

perhaps the most vulnerable  of OECD countries, a  vulnerability highlighted by the recent and

continuing drought. These are  the essentia l conditions for the emergence of Brown Tech. The

“debate” about nuclear power initiated by the Austra lian government and the rush to build

desa lination plants and super-pipe lines to address the water crisis are  emblematic of this

trend. The change of federa l government to the Labor Party is like ly to  further concentra te

power at the federa l leve l and could lead to a more rapid abandonment of free market

capita lism , further entrenching the Brown Tech scenario.62

New Zealand on the other hand has

very little  in the way of m inable

energy and resources, but, re lative  to

its population, has extremely rich

biophysica l resources to support agriculture, forestry and renewable  energies. The loca l

impacts of climate  change are  predicted to be much less severe, a llowing New Zealand to

take advantage of these distributed rura l resources. This looks like  a strong candidate for

Green Tech.

W ithout going into a deta iled analysis of the emerging trends in the Austra lian and New

Zealand econom ies and politics, it is  sufficient to say Austra lia  and New Zealand have been

diverging for som e time. This suggests that these underlying differences between the energy

and resource bases of these two countries may have been contributing to the emerging

differences at the  politica l and even the socia l leve ls.

The next section looks at how planning for these scenarios occurs at different scales.

Next page: 5.3 Stepped Energy Descent Pathways Link ing the Scenarios

Last Updated ( Wednesday, 13 August 2008 )

 

Stepped Energy Descent Pathways Linking the Scenarios

As previously mentioned, energy descent may not be  a continuous gradual process. Instead

it could be characterised by an initia l crisis that sets the conditions for a  new order that is

stable  for some time before another crisis leads to further descent. The  growth of energy

and resultant technologica l complex ity over the last two hundred years has involved varying

rates of change, plateaus and even regressions during wars and depressions, but energy

descent is like ly to be much more variable  than energy ascent. This is consistent with our

common sense understanding that growth is a  more consistent process than decline.

Natura l ecosystem s tend to mainta in homeostasis under stress through the a llocation of

stored resources. If the conditions continue to deteriorate , then further stress can fracture

the homeostasis. If the stress invo lves a reduction in energy availability, the system  may

collapse. But tota l co llapse and system  disintegration is rare, at least in the short term . More

typica lly a  re-stabilisation at a lower leve l of energy processing and organisational

complex ity occurs. The new homeostasis will typica lly be stable  for som e time before

declining energy ava ilability precipitates another crisis. This may a lso be a model for how
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human societies respond to the cris is of resource and energy decline. It a lso makes sense

that natura l disasters, or a  crisis such as war, rare ly continue for very long but they shape

the new state  that emerges in the ir a ftermath. If cris is does persist at an intense leve l for

years then psychosocia l systems reorganise  around the crisis as the new normality.

The fo llowing conceptual graph shows these two pathways from  Hubbert’s Peak of O il (and

net energy production). The discontinuities are  periods of extreme crisis, conflict and/or

breakdown. Each scenario represents a homeostasis that tends to be se lf-mainta ining until

further stress precipitates a further unrave lling.

 

Energy Descent Pathways

The red pathway is more extreme a fter continued growth leads to a precipitous drop through

natura l disasters, econom ic depression and/or war. Brown Tech emerges as the new world

order a llowing recovery and modest growth before further natura l disasters/climate change

and oil depletion precipitate  another discontinuity leading to a Lifeboat world. The green

pathway is less ex treme with a lower peak and a gentler decline  through the first

discontinuity to the Green Tech scenario while  the  descent to Earth Steward is even more

continuous driven by on-going depletion and decay of infrastructure from  the Hubbert’s Peak

and Green Tech worlds.

The chart a lso shows the re lative  leve ls of net energy availability per capita. This is much

more speculative  than the genera l concept of the stepwise descent or the re lationships
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between the scenarios, because it depends on many variables. I’ve  shown the Brown Tech

and Lifeboat scenarios as processing more net energy per capita  than the Green Tech and

Earth Steward scenarios respective ly. A range of factors contribute to this speculative  maths,

and hide some harsh rea lities. Depending on how net energy is understood and evaluated, a

higher tota l energy base in Brown Tech may mainta in greater organisationa l and

technologica l com plex ity but Green Tech may be more energetica lly e fficient at providing rea l

human services.

A harsher discontinuity leading to Brown Tech may produce a higher death rate  in the more

urbanised populations while  more severe contro ls on births may further reduce populations.

The numbers of people  the energy base needs to support strongly affects the per capita

leve l so a higher per capita figure m ay re flect lower birth rates and/or higher death rates

rather than a more energy rich society. Alternative ly the lower death ra te  during the gentler

discontinuity leading to Green Tech combined with a higher birth rate  to tap the more

distributed rura l resources of the Green Tech world may result in overa ll higher populations.

Although net energy per capita  is lower, life  may on average be better than in the Brown Tech

scenario.

Sim ilarly in the second discontinuity crisis, the death rate  increases but more so in the red

pathway to the Lifeboat. The lack  of com munity capacity in the m idst of massive materia l

sa lvage opportunities, combine with the lower popula tion, to de liver re lative ly high net

energy per capita  even though life  is very harsh. The  more abundant distributed renewable

resources of the Earth Steward scenario leads to  a higher birth rate  (to tap those resources).

Combined with the lower death rate , the higher overa ll population gives a very low net

energy per capita . Efficient communitarian econom ies and a spiritua l ra ther than materia l

culture  may make for higher we llbe ing despite  lim ited resources per person.

Next page: 5.4 Nested Scenarios  

Last Updated ( Friday, 09 January 2009 )

 

Nested Scenarios

Yet another way to consider these scenarios is as a ll emerging simultaneously one nested

within the other. The fo llowing figure  shows the scenarios nested with the ir associated

organisationa l and energetic sca le . This suggests that the four organisational leve ls

represented by the scenarios from  the household to the national will a ll be  transformed as

global systems weaken and contract but none will fa il complete ly. In a sense this is implicit

in each scenario in any case and resolves the difficulty in imagining the  Earth Steward and

Lifeboat scenarios with a complete  absence  of city and nationa l leve l power structures even if

the ir functions and influence are very weak or attenuated away from  the centres of power.

In expla ining this on the afore  mentioned course in Mex ico, I suggested that in the Earth

Steward and Lifeboat scenarios there could still be  a government in Mex ico  city issuing edicts,

but that no one, outside the much reduced city, would hear or take any notice . Like the

reaction to my insurance example, my Mex ican students laughed and suggested that no one
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It is natural for national governments and large
corporations to implement the sy stems that

characterise the Brown Tech scenario

Any  planning for Lifeboats is mostly  a private
activ ity  of people who lack total faith in the
stability  of our economy  and society

took any notice  o f the government in Mex ico now. This humorous response actua lly re flects

an ongoing process of fragmentation in Mex ico where  autonomous movements in some

regions and drug lords in others a lready riva l the centra l and state  governments in the

provision of security, extraction of taxes and provision of services.

The other reason for considering that

aspects of a ll scenarios will

s imultaneously em erge in a ll regions

is the structura l comm itment of each

leve l of governance to systems that can work  at the ir respective leve ls. It is natura l for

nationa l governm ents and large corporations to implement the system s that characterise  the

Brown Tech scenario because  these systems are commensurate  with the organisationa l sca le

in which they work . Sim ilarly it is natura l for city and bioregional (state) governments to

implement the somewhat more distributed, diverse and smaller sca le  systems of the Green

Tech scenario. Middle  sized business using regional resources and serving regional markets

will natura lly work  to re inforce this scenario.

Following this logic we can see smaller

forms of organisa tion (small business

and loca l governm ent) could manage

many of the strategies applicable  to

the Earth Steward scenario while  the household or closed community is the natura l leve l of

organisation to contemplate  the Lifeboat scenario. This nested hierarchy of scenarios

expla ins why any planning for Lifeboats is mostly a priva te  activity of people  who lack  tota l

fa ith in the stability of our economy and society. Sim ilarly many comm unity activists work

towards strategies that leve l the playing fie ld, deve lop communitarian cultures and would be

potent in an Earth Steward world, just as earnest m iddle  leve l managers and planners work

towards the Green Tech world as the best progressive evolution from  what we have. Many of

the e lite  “movers and shakers”, often from  long established wealthy fam ilies in affluent

countries, who move between the upper leve ls of corporations, governments and global

governance organizations, be lieve the Brown Tech world is the hard rea lity that must be

worked with (a lthough this can hardly be acknowledged publicly).63
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Energy Descent Scenarios nested by scale of related system

I think  this is one  of the most insightful and empowering ways to think  about these

scenarios because  it he lps us understand the apparent contradictions between different

perspectives and motivations of different groups in socie ty and even contradiction within our

own thoughts and behaviours. For example, it is com mon for people  to  have private

thoughts about the Lifeboats or perhaps Earth Steward futures, while  most of people ’s public

behaviour as workers and consumers re inforce Brown Tech or perhaps Green Tech. The private

thoughts are  often interna lly critiqued as anti-socia l or at least na ïve, while  the public actions

are often interna lly critiqued as driven by powerful outside forces. This nested model can

he lp us better integrate  these different aspects of ourse lves.

The next section considers the assumptions of current mainstream sustainability efforts and their

relevance within the four Energy Descent Scenarios.  

Next page: 5.5 Re levance of Mainstream  Susta inability to Energy Descent 

Last Updated ( Wednesday, 13 August 2008 )

 

Relevance of Mainstream Sustainability to Energy Descent

Mainstream  approaches to susta inability tend to assume stability if not expansion in the

energy flows available  to humanity even if there  are  major transitions in the nature of the

energy sources. Consequently, continuity of many of the structures underpinning current

socia l and econom ic systems is assumed.
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For example, modern affluent urban life  in a socie ty dom inated by service  econom ies may

be transformed by revolutions in e fficiency but will remain the norm  for future  susta inable

society. Further, it is wide ly assumed that food production and management of bio logica l

resources to provide for human needs will remain a m inor part of future  econom ies, and that

geopolitica l stability will a llow globa lised trade and other globa l governance regimes to

become increasingly e ffective  as instruments to establish susta inable  systems.

These are not so different from  the  business as usua l assumptions about constant growth,

but they require  not only herculean e fforts to build a new energy infrastructure before energy

becomes too expensive and unre liable , but a lso massive ly reducing our greenhouse gas

em issions today, if not yesterday.

There is a lso the small problem  of re form ing the monetary system  away from  dependence

on perpetual growth without inducing financia l co llapse. I say “small problem” with irony of

course because growth in econom ic activity is essentia l to support the debt based currency

which is the very foundation of our money and bank ing system  stretching back  to the

beginnings of capita lism  and its econom ic precursors.

For these reasons I fee l the Techno Stability long-term  future has even less prospects than

the default future  of Techno explosion. Maybe this a lso he lps expla in the deep resistance

and antagonism  in the centres of politica l and econom ic power to questioning of the logic of

growth. Whether it comes from  an ecologica l or socio logica l perspective  questioning

econom ic growth threatens the very basis of our econom ic system . The  lip service  to

environmenta l susta inability – so long as it can mainta in essentia l growth – re flects this

understanding.

Consequently more idea listic notions of steady state  green econom ics are  automatica lly

re jected as throwing the “baby out with the bathwater”. While  I have been as critica l of the

concept of continuous econom ic growth as most environmenta lists and scientists, I a lso

recognise that attempts to avoid the ecologica l precipice  by reducing econom ic growth could

bring down the whole  system  just as Gorbachev’s Glasnost contributed to the unrave lling of

the Soviet system . The econom ic hard liners could be  right. There is no way to stop the tra in

of globa l industria l capita lism  (other than by crashing).

Despite  these doubts about the logic behind many m ainstream  approaches to susta inability,

they have contributed greatly in spreading new environmenta l think ing. For example  the

Natura l Step concept64 a ims to protect biophysica l system s by creating closed loop industria l

manufacturing through continua l im provements in performance. It has been very influentia l

in Scandinavia and has been adopted by some of the more progressive manufacturing

corporations. Rapidly rising costs of energy and comm odities will re inforce many of the

Natura l Step strategies but these will a lso increase the costs of adopting some of the more

e laborate  environmenta l technologies that have been used to ensure no contam ination of

natura l or human environments.

Natura l Step m ight work  to some degree in the Green Tech world but would seem  futile  in the

Brown Tech, technica lly and organisationa lly im practica l in the Earth Steward, and meaningless
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In general, fundamental principles will hav e
more utility  than specific strategies and

technologies

in the Lifeboat. The vast majority of susta inability concepts and stra tegies to reduce

ecologica l footprint and greenhouse  gas em issions could be sim ilarly ana lysed as having

uncerta in re levance at best to energy descent scenarios.

The fo llowing table  quantifies my view

that mainstream  approaches to

susta inability have quite  low re levance

to energy descent scenarios. Low

scores do not mean that these ideas will complete ly disappear but that they will tend to shift

from  the ir current status as the innovative cutting edge of the econom y to re flecting a past

era – rather than the ir objective  of becom ing the norm  within a susta inable  society. The

table  a lso shows that in genera l, fundamenta l principles will have more  utility than specific

strategies and technologies that are  currently be ing applied as good examples of these

concepts.

 
Relevance of Mainstream Sustainability to Energy Descent Scenarios

The next section considers the relevance of permaculture and environmental principles to an era of

energy descent 

Next page: 5.6 Examples of the Re levance of Principles  

Last Updated ( Wednesday, 13 August 2008 )

 

Examples of the Relevance of Principles

Renewable Energy Sources

A good example  of like ly greater re levance of environmenta l principles when compared with

specific strategies and technologies can be seen in re lation to future  energy sources. In
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fossil fue lled globa l industria l systems, energy supply has been genera lly concentrated in a

few big powerful sources. A common principle  in susta inability think ing is that a greater

diversity of smalle r and more distributed power sources will replace current fossil fue l, large

hydro and nuclear sources.

The current ro ll out of wind power and to a lesser extent so lar e lectric are  technologies that

illustrate  this genera l principle  and are  wide ly recognised as centra l to the Techno Stability

future. But energy descent may see  growth in these particular energy sources slow or fa il

while  o lder distributed sources such as wood and small sca le  hydro could grow rapidly. In a

rapidly changing world appropriate  design principles provide more guidance than specific

strategies and technologies.

Biodiversity in Natural Resource Management

In the fie ld of natura l resource management the genera l principle  of va luing biodiversity is

like ly to persist to  some degree, at least in the Green Tech world, but the examples of

vegetation management exclusive ly focused on loca l indigenous species, which are  comm on

today, will seem  very dated as re flecting a world of ris ing wealth and constant climate.65

Arguably, the principle  of va luing biodiversity may even grow in strength as the current

econom ic drivers favouring monoculture  in agriculture  and forestry weaken and are

overtaken by vira l forms of polyculture  better able  to  use soil and water resources without

inputs, and better able  to serve m ixed loca l markets. This process will a llow the principle  of

va luing biodiversity to spread from  the re lative  “cultura l ghetto” of conservation

management in a ffluent countries, to a more powerful expression of the permaculture

version of the principle  “Use and Va lue Diversity”. This very change may be experienced by

those wedded to the current dom inant views within the  fie ld of Conservation Bio logy as

heresy to be resisted.

Energy  descent demands that we consider more
radical approaches to achiev ing environmental
and social objectives.

This is just one example of how energy descent scenarios will cha llenge  some cherished

be lie fs within the environmenta l movement, while  mak ing others natura l and obvious.

Energy descent demands that we consider more radica l approaches to achieving

environmenta l and socia l objectives.

Permaculture Design Principles 

Permaculture  as an environmenta l design concept with a long and evolving lineage of action

around the world provides one such framework for deve loping new and re inforcing ex isting

strategies that should be adaptive in energy descent scenarios.

In Permaculture: Principles and Pathways Beyond Sustainability, I expla in the im portance of

design principles as the basis for generating new stra tegies and techniques in a world of

change and uncerta inty. The fo llowing table  shows how permaculture, especia lly when it is
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understood through its design principles more so than currently applied strategies, has a

closer fit with energy descent scenarios than many other susta inability concepts that have

achieved more m ainstream  acceptance in affluent counties. While  the numerica l scores

compared with those for “Mainstream  Susta inability” can be taken with a  gra in of sa lt, the

broad thrust is clear.

This table  may re flect a  cla im  of permaculture ’s centra l re levance to energy descent, but it

a lso suggests an equal cha llenge to permaculture  educators, activists and designers to m ore

effective ly use design principles to identify strategies, techniques and work ing models that

are  tuned to emerging rather than past conditions.

Relevance of Permaculture to Energy Descent Scenarios  

 

The next page helps permaculturists and other social activists consider their roles in the various

energy descent scenarios.

Next page: 5.7 Meta-scenarios of Permaculture

Last Updated ( Wednesday, 13 August 2008 )

 

Meta-scenarios of Permaculture

Each scenario presents quite  different opportunities and challenges including ethica l

dilemmas for perm aculture  and re lated environmenta l and socia l activists. The analysis o f

the re levance of permaculture  to the  energy descent scenarios makes it possible  to imagine

meta-scenarios o f how permaculture  and re lated activism  m ight influence society in ways

different from  today. C learly these meta-scenarios are  even more speculative than the

energy descent scenarios, but provide a stimulus, especia lly for young people , to imagine
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I imagine that permaculture – by  principle and
model, if not in name – will become the

dominant paradigm in the Earth Steward
scenario.

In Lifeboats the focus of permaculturists is on
prov ision of basic needs first and maintenance
of seed and skills.

In Green Tech, the dominant paradigm is still
focused in the economic and technological

domains rather than the ecological.

onese lf in the energy descent future .

I imagine that permaculture  – by

principle  and model, if not in name –

will become the dom inant paradigm  in

the Earth Steward scenario. Those with

a long track  record of achievement will

become the natura l leaders within new emergent power structures, prim arily at the loca l

leve l, that will be more e ffective than higher leve ls of governance and organization. The

ethica l and design cha llenges will be  those associated with leadership and power. Because

“power”at this (and a ll leve ls) will be  very weak, it will be  more characte rised by inspiration

and wise council than the capacity to make binding decisions. Transparent and collaborative

leadership that draws from  the whole  community and accepts slow evolutionary change and

avoids the imposition of ideology is like ly to be most e ffective in conserving resources and

continuing to build a nature based culture.

Permaculture  is a lso highly re levant to

surviva l in the Lifeboat scenario. The

focus on provision of basic needs first

and maintenance  of seed and other

genetic resources and sk ills to sa lvage and ‘make do ’ will a ll be  essentia l. Those with

considerable  knowledge, sk ills and ability to provide for others, as we ll as having good

communication and organization sk ills in difficult conditions, are  like ly to become natura l

leaders of lifeboat households and communities. The ethica l and design challenges are  less

those of broader and collaborative leadership and m ore those represented by having to

decide who to le t into the lifeboat without threatening the surviva l of those a lready on board.

The ability to integrate  and defend the group without sentimenta lity while  providing for the

community and m ainta ining knowledge critica l to long-term  cultura l surviva l, is the task  o f

those able  to think  beyond everyday surviva l.

In the Green Tech scenario

“susta inability” has become the

dom inant paradigm  of more loca lised

city and bioregional governance

structures. Permaculture  and re lated concepts have high status and rece ive resources from

government and businesses to he lp further deve lop loca l food production and community

econom ies that can buffer aga inst further energy and ecologica l crises. For the permaculture

activist this is a  m ore fam iliar condition where there is ongoing, even rapid growth in

influence but where the dom inant paradigm  is still focused in the econom ic and technologica l

domains rather than the ecologica l domain as the source of wealth and meaning.

The primary ethica l dilemma is that of com fortable  co-option by the new susta inability e lites,

in the context of the ir heroic successes in avoiding the worst impacts o f energy descent.

Should permaculture  activists quietly accept the status and resources that flow from  these

susta inability e lites and focus on the slow change of socie ty through practica l works or should

they critique the new e lite  for not accepting that energy descent will precipitate  further crises
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In the Brown Tech scenario the challenges for
permaculture activ ists are somewhat analogous
to those working in some poorer countries
today .

unless we loca lise  and simplify our econom ies further? The ability to lead by example and

provide clear and persuasive articulation of va lues and goals beyond the preva iling

mainstream  lead to progressive ly m ore influence as the ongoing rea lities of energy descent

unfold.

In the Brown Tech scenario,

permaculture  rem ains margina l to the

mainstream , a lthough it provides

hope and some solutions for the

increasing numbers of

disenfranchised and a lienated who re ject, or are  re jected, by the systems contro lled by

powerful centra l governments. The cha llenges for permaculture  activists are  somewhat

analogous to those work ing in some poorer countries today; trying to assist the

disadvantaged with simple  technologies and solutions while  avoiding threats from  repressive

centra l power.

Too much structure, organization and prom inence could see such activism  ruthlessly crushed

as a threat to the  system . Anarchistic and invisible  m odes of activism  are like ly to be more

effective. O f course there are  a lso those attempting to use ethica l and design principles to

re form  the system  from  within (with a ll the attendant contradictions). Quiet and persistent

collaboration between these two leve ls of activism  could see a graceful descent to Earth

Stewardship while  fa ilure  could lead to the Lifeboat as the last option for the sa lvage o f

civilisation.

Next page: 6. Conclusion

Last Updated ( Wednesday, 13 August 2008 )

 

Conclusion
This exploration o f energy descent scenarios has been an organic one which began with a

didactic intention to highlight how large sca le  energetic and environmenta l factors shape

history more than ideologies and the heroic actions o f individuals. But my purpose was to

empower those comm itted to ecologica l va lues and socia l justice  to be e ffective  in the ir

quest to create  the world we want, rather than just resist the world we don’t want. Fina lly it

has become about te lling a story that can he lp bring that world to life , an apparent

contradiction to the prem ise I began with. Although the primary lesson about the large sca le

forces that contro l the course of history may be true for the long periods of stability, during

periods of ecologica l and cultura l chaos, small groups of people  have been instrumenta l in

those transitions.

In nature, disturbance events (such as fire , flood or drought) or eruptive disturbances from

within an ecosystem , such as insect plagues or funga l disease, are  often understood as

examples of system  dysfunction. Alternative ly they can be understood as e ither initia ting

another succession cycle  that brings renewed life  or a  nove l force that deflects the ecosystem

in different directions determ ined by the chance arriva l of new species or other factors. The
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ecosystems that emerge from  these  periods of disturbance can be quite  different from  those

that preceded them  and these changes can be characterised from  a systems ecology

perspective as e ither degradation of biophysica l resources and productivity, and/or ones

involving new evo lutionary pathways. The lesson from  nature is that evo lution of life  works in

strange ways that cannot be fully predicted.

The historian W illiam  Irwin Thompson’s67 interpretation of creation of the world’s “first

university” by Pythagoras suggests s im ilar processes a t work  when civilisation finds itse lf in a

cultura l dead end or design cul de sac. Pythagoras had been an initiate  of the Egyptian

mystery schools that were part of a  decaying theocracy in the 6th century BC. Pythagoras and

his fo llowers secularised some of the hidden and arcane knowledge but his school in

Calabria  was burnt to the ground in some loca l politica l dispute. Pythagoras died a broken

man but his fo llowers, the Pythagoreans fled to Greece where they found fertile  socia l

conditions for the ir ideas and va lues. This was the beginning of the flowering of classica l

Grecian culture  that we recognise as the origins of western civilisation. In a sim ilar story

Thompson describes how the penniless monks of Lindisfarne converted the British Isles to

Christianity in the  6thcentury AD. They had no power but the ir spiritua l message shaped to

re flect the Ce ltic traditions, was transformative in a country in the afterm ath of the collapse

of the Roman em pire  and where no one any longer knew the function o f Stonehenge. For a

couple  of generations a form  of free anarchic Christianity provided spiritua l meaning, but the

monastery was burnt to the ground by the Vik ings.

Like Pythagoras and the monks of Lindisfarne we live  in a world of co llapsing culture  where

we have to choose  what is worthwhile  at this great turning point in history. We are  faced with

the m ixed pieces of the myriad of broken traditiona l cultures of the world and the nove l and

shining bits of unrave lling industria l modernity. All of this will end in the dustbin of history.

Our task  is to choose which pieces of these jigsaw puzzles will be  useful in creating an

energy descent culture, the boundaries, features and colours of which, we can scarce ly

imagine. What is worth saving? What are  the lim its o f our capacity? We have little  time to

decide and act. We must comm it to  concrete  actions and projects. We must stake our cla im ,

not for ourse lves but for the future. In comm itting to  our task  we should remember the

stories of Pythagoras and the monks of Lindisfarne. It is not the project but the living

process that will be the measure of our actions.

Let us act as if we  are part of nature 's striving for the next evolutionary way to creative ly

respond to the recurring cycles of energy ascent and descent that characterise  human history

and the more ancient history of Ga ia, the living planet. Imagine that our descendants and

our ancestors are  watching us.

Last Updated ( Friday, 01 August 2008 )

 

Endnotes

1 The Prize by Danie l Yergin, 1991 is often quoted as the “definitive  history” of o il and its ro le

in shaping the 20thcentury. It certa inly corrects ignorance on the importance of energy. W ith
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the perspective  of a lmost two decades hindsight however, it is easier to  see the author’s bias

in portraying the power plays of the West as protecting nationa l interest while  those of

competing powers and ideologies as evil, greed and stupidity (see this review by Derrick

Jensen).

Yergin’s focus on the technology and politics of o il, while  re inforcing the  orthodoxy of the

80’s and 90’s that resource lim its were not a  concern, a lso la id the foundations for the

currently widespread and dangerous view that current supply restriction are  due to “above

ground factors” ra ther than geologica l lim its of Peak O il.

For a recent and up to date overview of o il history from  a le ft perspective  see Infinity’s

Rainbow: The Politics of Energy, Climate and Globalisation by Michae l P. Byron 2006. For a very

humorous but informative introduction to the history of o il (including the Iraqi invasion and

Peak O il), see A Short History of Oil by Robert Newman (downloadable  from  Google  Video).

« back

2 This fa ith derives from  European Enlightenment think ing.

« back

3 In 1950 Sir Earnest Titterton, the chie f advisor to the  Austra lian government on nuclear

power at the time, asserted that by 1980 nuclear power would be too cheap to bother

metering the use.

« back

4 For example, cheap energy a llowed energy dense plastic, a lum inium , stee l and concrete  to

replace wood in the building industry, thus depressing the demand and price  for wood and

value of forests. Sim ilarly fossil fue l based fabrics reduced the demand for cotton and wool,

depressing the ir price  with flow on e ffects to a ll agricultura l commodities. The Green

Revolution increased gra in production by increased use of energy dense  fertilisers and

pesticides. This in turn increased food surpluses and depressed prices.

« back

5 Since 2001 many of the positions o f established players in the globa l economy including

corporations, governments and multi-latera l institutions have constantly shifted. This could

be interpreted as open and flex ible  response to new evidence, or more  cynica lly, as

defensive repositioning to protect established interests for as long as possible  from  public

awareness of the problems. This process in re lation to climate change is now wide ly

understood.

Ironica lly the evidence for the approx imate tim ing of Peak O il was around for decades

before the evidence for C limate Change, so the potentia l m isleading of the public (and the

inte lligentsia) by those with the best information about global o il production and reserves is

greater.

« back
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6 Some very influentia l authors such Joseph Ta inter (The Collapse of Complex Societies, 1988)

and Jared Diamond (Collapse: How Societies Choose to Fail or Succeed, 2005) use the te rm

collapse to describe any ongoing reduction in complex ity of the organization of civilisations.

While  the ir work  is of great importance, I want to draw a distinction between what I mean by

"Collapse" as the  sudden fa ilure  and loss of most of the organisationa l complex ity (such

that succeeding generations reta in little  use or even memory of such systems) and

"Descent" as a progressive if erratic process where the loss of complex ity is gradual and

succeeding generations have some awareness of, and knowledge from , that peak of

complex ity.

« back

7 From  advice to governments that nuclear power would be too cheap to  bother metering the

use, to children’s magazines prom ising holidays to Mars, the hubris about the Techno-

explosion in the boom  era of the 1950s and 60’s was exceptiona l.

« back

8 By socia l capacity, I mean the informal processes of mutual support and conflict resolution

that a llow communities to provide education, we lfare , insurance and other functions, with or

without support from  the formal structures of government. The leve l o f volunteerism  is one

wide ly recognised measure of socia l capacity, but even this measure only captures the m ore

formal end of socia l capacity which mostly works as a  by-product of very ordinary interactions

between citizens.

« back

9 EMergy accounting as deve loped by Howard T Odum  provides a system atic and

quantitative  synthesis of how these  forms of wealth combine, with more basic energy and

resources, to drive  human systems.

« back

10 See W illiam  R. Catton. Overshoot: the ecological basis of revolutionary change, 1980.

« back

11 C learly by pinning the re levance o f permaculture  to an energy descent future, I may

contribute  to the current perception of its margina l re levance to a world of energy growth. But

on ba lance I be lieve this transparency about our own assumptions and biases is a  strength

rather than a weakness. In this way we acknowledge ourse lves as activists rather than simply

observers.

« back

12 See article  by John Michae l Greer a t the Energy Bulle tin website

http://www.energybulle tin.net/20157.htm l
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« back

13 See Downshifting in Australia (pdf), The Austra lia  Institute  2003, suggesting that "down-

shifters" moving to a lower consum ing, more satisfying lifestyle , make  up as much as 23%

of the Austra lian population.

« back

14 The Transition Towns process in Brita in, initia ted by perm aculture  activist Rob Hopk ins, is

an exce llent exam ple  of this positive  community response to the rea lities com ing from  Peak

O il and C limate Change. The Transition Handbook: From oil dependency to local resilience by Rob

Hopk ins 2008 is an inva luable  resources for this positive  change process.

« back

15 For example, Austra lian socio logist Ted Tra iner’s The Simpler Way: Working For Transition

from a Consumer Society to A Simpler More Cooperative, Just and Ecologically Sustainable Society,

and Swedish systems ecologist Fo lke Gunther.

« back

16 This apparent fam iliarity with perm aculture  can be m isleading. For an in depth

understanding see Holmgren, D. Permaculture Principles and Pathways Beyond Sustainability

2002. For an overview see The Essence of Permaculture  at www.holmgren.com .au (Writings

Page).

« back

17  The 2007 Living Planet Report recently re leased by the World W ildlife  Fund cla ims that

the only truly susta inable  country in the world is Cuba--Susta inable  deve lopment be ing

defined as a com m itment to “improving the quality o f human life  while  living within the

carrying capacity o f supporting ecosystems”. The two key parameters employed by WWF for

measuring susta inable  deve lopment were the United Nations Deve lopm ent Program ’s

(UNDP) Human Development Index (HDI) as the indicator of human we llbe ing --ca lculated

from  life  expectancy, literacy and education, and per capita  GDP; and Ecological Footprint

ca lculated at 1.8 globa l hectares per person to measure the demand on the biosphere.

Cuba was the ONLY country on earth to achieve both criteria  for susta inable  deve lopment.

In terms of ecologica l footprint, Austra lia  rates as the  6th highest nation on earth. If

everyone lived like  the average Austra lian we ’d need a lmost 4 planets to support the earth’s

current population.

« back

18 This theme about permaculture  as a change process is one that runs right through

Permaculture: Principles and Pathways Beyond Sustainability.

« back
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19 See the review of recent evidence by Carbon Equity, The Big Melt: Lessons from the Arctic

summer of 2007 (pdf).

« back

20 See R ichard He inberg's Big Melt Meets Big Empty, 2007.

« back

21 See Colin Campbell & Jean Laherre re, The End of Cheap Oil, Scientific American 1998

(preview & pdf).

« back

22 In late  2007 the IEA Chie f Econom ist Fatih Biro l gave  a presentation that marked a major

turning point in  the officia l position of the the IEA on future  energy supplies. The

presentation acknowledged peak ing of o il production outside core OPEC countries and the

like lihood that globa l demand will now grow faster than supply.  See O il Drum

http://europe.theoildrum .com/node/3336#more

« back

23 See Chris Vernon, COAL - The Roundup, which looks at five  studies re leased in 2007

suggesting that there is less coa l than previously thought, and the Energy Watch Group

report (pdf) 2007.

« back

24 By the Internationa l Energy Agency.

« back

25 See the Energy Watch Group’s O il Report, 2007.

« back

26 Austra lia  is one o f the few long-affluent countries that m ight continue to “prosper” based

on nonrenewable  resource extraction. These longer te rm  prospects do not detract from  the

potentia l of a  short term  crisis, due  to Austra lia  losing 20-30% of its o il imports by 2012

from  collapsing production and rapidly rising consum ption in its main sources of supply in

South East Asia. See Austra lia  and the Export Land Mode l, by Ae ldric on The O il Drum , 2008.

« back

27 See Universa l Mining Machines by Ugo Bardi on The O il Drum , 2008.

« back

28 EROEI (Energy Return On Energy Invested) is a  measure of the degree to which any

energy source (those with a EROEI above one) can susta in the rest of socie ty outside the
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energy-harvesting sector and so lead to the creation o f rea l wealth.

« back

29 See Emergy Systems for a  current explanations of these  methods.

« back

30 See Paul Chefurka, World Energy to 2050, The O il Drum: Canada, November 2007. See

origina l article  at  Paul Chefurka ’s website , http://www.paulchefurka.ca/WEAP2/WEAP2.htm l 

« back

31 See Howard T Odum, Environmental Accounting, W iley  1996.

« back

32 By Jon Friese, published on the O il Drum  website  http://www.theoildrum .com

/node/3673#more

« back

33 See article  Peak Phosphorus on Energy Bulle tin http://www.energybulle tin.net/33164.htm l

« back

34 http://www.richardhe inberg.com/books

« back

35 See for examples Ham ilton, C Growth Fetish

« back

36 Danie l Quinn gives the analogy of the loss of 200 species a day be ing equiva lent to

people  who live  in a ta ll brick  building and every day knock 200 bricks out of the lower floor

walls to continuously build new stories on the top. See What A Way To Go: Life at the End of

Empire DVD 2007, a hard hitting but inspiring overview of clim ate change, peak  o il,

population overshoot and species extinction, the ir cultura l origins and what sane responses

remain open to us at this late  stage.

« back

37 The well credentia led Hirsch Report to the US government made these  assessments

assum ing a co llective  societa l e ffort sim ilar to that m obilised in WWII.

http://www.netl.doe.gov/publications/others/pdf/O il_Peak ing_NETL.pdf

« back

38 E.g. Lester Brown World Watch Institute

« back
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39 See The Transition Handbook: From oil dependency to local resilience given more of the

rationale  and methods for stimulating this change

« back

40 The key finding is that energy inequities between countries will increase

« back

41 It may be unrea listic to expect any open acknowledgement by governm ents and

institutions of the  severity of the cha llenges posed by these scenarios without major crisis

that breaks the paradigm  of continuous econom ic growth.

« back

42 The fa ilure  of globa l trade negotiations at Cancun Mex ico in 2003 to lock  in globa l trade

agreements can now be seen as the  last desperate  e ffort to mainta in the fruits of

globalisation for the corporations before the onset o f resource nationa lism .

« back

43 For example, Russia  has be ing using the tight supply of gas and oil to enforce world

prices on eastern European countries and in the process giving warning to western European

countries about the ir vulnerabilities and dependence. Turning off the gas for even short

periods has acted as a powerful enforcer. Sim ilar actions by Argentina  in cutting flows

through new pipe lines to Chile  in response to shortages at home may force Chile  to

negotiate  supplies from  its o ld enemy Bolivia .

« back

44 An increasing am ount of evidence suggests the explosion in biofue l production is a  major

factor driving gra in prices higher and reducing world gra in stocks. See for example  work  of

Lester Brown at the World Watch Institute  Washington USA.

Also modelling by Stewart Staniford (Fermenting The  Food Supply on The O il Drum  website

http://www.theoildrum .com/node/2431), suggests that steeply rising o il prices can acce lerate

demand for biofue ls to consume unlim ited proportions of world gra in production within 7

years leading to globa l fam ine on a  massive sca le . W ithout regulation by government, free

and global markets will see motorists in rich countries outbid the global poor for food.

« back

45 The very large but unused detention facilities built for the US governm ent by the

Halliburton corporation in severa l states of the USA ra ises questions about the ir like ly use.

http://www.prisonplanet.com/articles/february2006/010206detentioncam ps.htm

« back

46 Super rationa lism  in this context recognises the energetic/ecologica l basis of human
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systems without any recognition of higher va lues or consciousness typified by spiritua l and

ethica l frameworks that constra in the exercise  of power.

« back

47 In Austra lia  where a single  large city dom inates in each state, state  governments may be

thought of as a bioregional government contro lling a  city and its econom ic hinterland.

« back

48 For example  increases in medica l intervention, lega l litigation and even crime and

accidents a ll contribute  to GDP.

« back

49 An increasing number of peak o il experts are  suggesting the current peak of crude

production in May 2005 may mark the beginning of a  plateau that will end about 2010 in an

acce lerating decline

« back

50 See a review of the latest evidence  of acce leration in climate change well beyond any

previously credited predictions see The Big Melt:Lessons from  the Arctic Summer of 2007

http://www.carbonequity.info/PDFs/Arctic.pdf

« back

51 Triage is a  process for managing the medica l care  o f the injured during war or natura l

disasters where not a ll victims can be saved with the  available  resources. Those that have a

chance of surviva l are  the focus of most attention while  the others are  given pa llia tive  care  to

ease the ir pa in.

« back

52 P lants that grow better in fore ign environments than in the ir origina l environment. Usua lly

ca lled invasive species by conservationists. See "Weeds or W ild Nature  " at Holmgren Design

Services website

« back

53 In the 1960’s a m assive earthquake  around Valdivia  in southern Chile  created huge new

wetlands fo llowing subsidence of the  land. These wetlands had very high bio logica l

productivity based on an exotic aquatic plant that supported huge new populations of swans.

The wetlands were  recognised as be ing of global conservation significance under the RAMSAR

convention. More recently pollution from  a loca l ce llulose plant has lead to a collapse in the

population of swans.

« back

54 He lana Norbert-Hodge and Vandana Shiva are  perhaps the most articulate  critics of how
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these globalisation processes have  adverse ly affected traditiona l comm unities in Ladakh and

India respective ly.

« back

55 In Powerdown (2004) R ichard He inberg provides an overview of some of the lessons from

Cuba, Zimababwe and North Korea. Dm itry Orlov has used his experience and study of the

collapse of the Soviet Union as a m ode l to understand the like ly e ffects of Peak O il on the

USA. See C losing the Collapse Gap: the USSR was better prepared for co llapse than the US

on Energy Bulle tin http://www.energybulle tin.net/23259.htm l

The Power of Com munity: How Cuba Survived Peak O il a  film  by The Community Solution

has popularised the positive  aspects of the Cuban case study. See website

http://www.powerofcommunity.org/cm/

« back

56 For deta iled documentation of the deve lopment of Urban Agriculture  in Cuba see

Agriculture In the City: A Key to Sustainability in Havana Cuba by M.C. Cruz and R.S. Medina, Ian

Randle  Publisher 2003 translated from  the origina l Spanish edition 2001

« back

57 Personal communication, Roberto Perez, Cuban permaculturist featured in the

documentary film  The Power of Com munity .

« back

58 I was not able  to  confirm  this while  in Cuba.

« back

59 A shift to greater use of goats and less use of cattle  would make Cuban agriculture  more

productive  and susta inable

« back

60 Permaculture  course participant discussion at Gaia Ecovillage and personal communication

Pam  Morgan, research in progress.

« back

61 The projection of energy descent as an opportunity for econom ic and community renewal

at the loca l leve l is illustrated by the rapidly growing Transition Towns movement in Brita in,

inititated by perm aculture  teacher Rob Hopk ins see Transition Culture  website  and new book

Transition Handbook.

« back

62 C learly this is only like ly if there  a lso remains enough of a  globa l economy to buy

Austra lia ’s m inera l and fossil fue l wealth (and to generate  the greenhouse gas em issions
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that are  fundamenta l to the Brown Tech scenario).

« back

63 Some of the documents and statement from  some of the American neo-conservatives

are a lmost open in acknowleging this future.

« back

64 See W ik ipedia for summary and links

http://en.wik ipedia.org/wik i/The_Natura l_Step

« back

65 R ising energy costs will see less resources ava ilable  for conservation projects that are  not

a lso productive  of food, fodder and/or fue l. Changing climate will involve m igration of plant

and animal species on a sca le  that will overwhelm  efforts to mainta in and re instate  loca lly

indigenous ecologies.

« back

66 See Do We Need Principles in David Holmgren Collected Writings 2nd edition (eBook)

« back

67 See http://en.wik ipedia.org/wik i/W illiam _Irwin_Thompson

« back
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